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ABSTRACT 

We have ~easured total cross sections for protons, deuterons, 

12 alphas, and Con hydrogen,,deuterium, helium, and carbon targets 

at 1.55 and 2.89 GeV/c/nucleon using the "good geometry" transmission 

method: In addition, we meas~red the inelastic cross sections and 

elastic slope parameters for reactions initiated by deuterons, 

alphas, and 
12c. The factorization relation crT(~~) = crT(AB) 2/aT(BB) 

is violated for some of these reactions. Our results generally agree 

with Glauber theory predictions except in their detailed energy 

behavior. We find crT~ 144(AT1
'

3 + Ap1
'

3 
- 1.48) 2 and 

cr1N ~78(Ar1 ' 3 + AP113
- 1.25) 2 , \vhere Ay-CAp) is the atomic mass 

number of the target (projectile) and the cross sections are given 

in mb. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This thesis describes an experiment performed at the Bevatron 

in which we measur~d the total cross section for reactions initiated 

by protons, deuterons, alphas, and carbon nuclei on targets of 

hydrogen~ deuterium, helium, and carbon. Measurements of proton-

nucleus cro~s sections in. the GeV/nucleon energy range have alread~ 

beeri well explained in terms of Glauber's multiple scattering 

( 1 2 3) 
theory. ' ' Using parameters describing nucleon-nucleon scattering 

and the known nuclear sizes, Glauber theory has accurately predicted 

these total ~ross-sections without.inv6king any special effects and, 

in fact, i~noring such genuine complications as nuclear correlations 

and Fermi momentum. The formalism of the theory has been extended 

to encompass nucleus-nucleus collisions( 4) and has been used by 

several authors(5 •6 •7 •8 •9) to predict total and inelastic cross 

sections for various nucleus-nucleus reactions. 

The theory is essentially geometrical and predicts that total 

cross sections are approximately proportional to the square of an 

interaction radius that goes like the sum of the radii of the colliding 

objects. If Ar and A are the ato:nic mass numbers of the :a"!-gE't and 
. p 

projectile, GTOT"' (ATl/3 + Ap 1/ 3) 2 . Deviations from this simple 

behavior might indicate the presence of new proces$eS in these 

collisions. In view of the unique conditions that occur in collisiohs 

of nuclei, we may hope for sose surprises. A carbon-carbon collision 

at energies presently available can produce states of reasonably hig~ 

energy density over a volume an order of magnitude greater than 



occurs in pp collisions. The Coulocb forces in~olved when large 
\ 

nuclei interact are.no longer small compared to the·nuclear forces. 

The interplay between the two should be·· importar.t and interesting. 

The collision of. two nuclei provides a new environment for nucleon-

nucleon collisions. Does a proton hhich has interacted in one part 

of a nucleus behave as a "regular" proton in subsequent collisions? 

2 

An observation due to Gribov (lO) also moti·:ated this experiment. 

He noted that a naive application of Regge factori:ation to nucleus-

nucleus reactions leads to a very different A dependence for crT than 

that expected from geometrical grounds. The argument is as follO\.:s. 

The optical theorem relates oT(AB) to th~ imagi~ary part oi the elastic 

scattering amplitude F. If \lie assure this amplitude is do::1inated 

by the Pomeron, factorizati6n lets us hrite it as F ~ gPAgPB' where 

gPA is the coupling of a Pomeron to nucleus A a: t = 0, etc. for 

gPB. Thus oT (AB) ~ gPAgPB; and similarly oT(BB.~ ~ gPB 2 and 

oT(AA) ~ gPA2 Consequently, the "factorizatio:1 relation'' 

oT(AA) = oT2(AB)/oT(BB) obtains. If we use this to predict oT(AA) 

from the input oT(pA) and oT(pp), and put oT(pA) ~ A2/3 \llhich roughly 

represents the data, we find oT(A~) v A4/3. This differs radically 

from the behavior expected in. a geo::-:etric picture \·:here o1 (_A.A) 

~ (Al/3 + Al/3)2 ~ A2/3. Fig. 1 shahs the differences bet~een 

geometrical and factorization relation predictions for o1 (.U) as a 

function of A. 

... 
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II.1)Attenuation 
; ~ ' 

~1easurements: of Total :::ross Sections 
ll ' .. ._ ·~ 
i < i' ~·".;_ ~ ~ ' .,~\,'!! 

The ~-:;t of measurin.~ total h~dronic cross sections with the 
r 

_._.,,....,_ "":<II>';-~ .. ••. -l'lo~\l:o>-- ""' • • . .. ~ { .... ~:) 

t· -- .. .. OOf"\.- ·~Ill J>-:-·-· . 
so-called ~':!good geometr~:\;:~transmis·sion 

-~...:: ~ ~ .. ~ 
refined in the past decade and a lra·lf. 

' 'I 

techni~ue has become quite 

(11,12,13 ) 
Se\·eral authors 

discuss. the technique as jit is appJ'ied to r:ml:i-GeV pion, kaon, and 
~ :i 

~ ~ ~ 
proton interactions with~arioGs targets. He~e, I shall review the 

'! \ ~ ~ . 
method and indicate the ;c1omplications that crap up Khen it is 

. I ' 
! t \ 

applied to the study of!n~cleus-nucleus interactions. 
~ \ ~ 

\ ( 

The essence of the· idea is very simple. (See Fig. 2.) A 
:""~ f. f 
~:--, ~ ~ 1 

beam of p~rrticles, dire'ct~d !at the center of an array of coaxial 
. l ; 

disk coun~~ers, inte:rc~Jtt/a:.·\Fa!get : .. ,, If a bea:-:1 partie! e interacts 

4 

. ~ ' ' ' '·,I ··.' ·~ '..I l , ~ 
in the target, it a¥· thet'ct~~r:J pr~t{ucts of t~e interaction generally 

.~ ··"· :", I l·· ) .. , I 
scatter otit ~f the Jm~:n so'ii\d'~&ngle· the disk counters subtend. So, 

>• l"' 1 ~ •. j \" ~....... ~ ~1-' 1 
:~ .. .J: . . r··· ).,~.~~) -·'~ 

the smalle! disks count the b~am particles Khich have traversed the 
i ' 1 

.· .,., I I { 

target without interacting. IVe call these tr~nsmitted beam particles 
i ! 

"straight-throughs." {The itota;f cross section, oT, is simply related 
' J I 

to the number of particles tra~smitted, Nt' "~en N8 particles are 
I 

' I incident 
·' 

1' }.~ • ,:.,. 

1 , 1-naT 
J N 1 = N e ".1 ~ 
I t; B; :;~·· 
: I \. .j\o•~ 
target; nuc 1 e1/un1,:t Here n = (Number of area). Of course, it is 

·' 4 t:O possible that an intteraction in the target py,:.duced a fon.rard-going 
I l 

particle which is m~staken 1 for a~traight-thr2ugh. The presence and 
' I 

.magnitude of this effect can be inferred fro~ the scattering into the 

larger disks by extrapolating the angular di~:ribution at these wider 

angles to the forward direction. 
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In practice, this is done by extrapolating the partial cross 

sections, o.. Let N. be the number of particles disk i counts 
1 1 

coincident with the passage of N
8 

beam particles. 

cross section is given b~ 

N = N e-noi 
'i B 

Then the partial 

o. is simply the cross section to scatter beyond disk i. In the 
l. 

limit that the solid angle subtended by disk i approaches zero, 

oi ~ oT. To account for the inevitable presence of material in 

the beam other than the target, the set of measurements {~i' NB} 

is repeated with the target removed. Call R. = N./~B and desig-
l. l. 

6 

nate with the superscript e (or f) target empty (or full) conditions. 

Then we have the practical relation 

1 e f o. =- ln(R. /R. ). 
l. T) l. l. 

Each disk counter subtends an angle 6. from the target center; let 
1 

t. be the four momentum transfer squared corresponding to this 
l. 

angle, assuming elastic kinematics (-t. ~ p2e. 2 , where p = incident 
1 l. 

particle's momentum). If we plot o. vs t. (a "partial cross section 
l. 1 

plot"), the necessary extrapolation can be seen easily. (See Fig. 

3) The transmitted beam has some finite size at the disk counters 

due to finite spot size and multiple coulomb scattering in the 

target; hence much of the beam scatters out of the smallest 

angles, and the partial cross section there looks large. The 

bulk of the straight-throughs are caught at a larger It I, along with 

some number of particles that did have nuclear i11tcractions but 

.. 
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scattered to small angles. Th~ forward nuclear scattering, modified 

by coulombic effects, accounts for the appearance of the rest of 

the plot. We infer the total nuclear cross s~ction by extrapolating 

the partial cross sections from those regions where nuclear effects 

dominate to t. = 0. 
1 

Several features of nucleus-nucleus interactions complicate 

this procedure. The elastic scattering becomes more steeply fon>ard 

peaked the larger the nuclei are. A simple diffraction picture 

leads us to expect the diffraction mininum to occur at an angle 

aMIN ~ 1/pd, where p is the beam momentum and d is the size of the 

colliding objects. For nuclei of the same momentum per nucleon and 

nucleon number A, p ~A and d ~ Al/3; hence e~·IIN ~ A-'-+/3. Quantita

tively we can consider the change in the slope parameter b of the 

differential elastic cross section, dcr/dt ~ ebt. For pp scattering 

at 3 GeV/c, b = 6.5 (GeV/c)- 2 . Simple optical models predict 

b = 200 (GeV/c)- 2 for CC scattering at the same momentum/nucleon. 

Such a steep diffraction pattern poses several experimental problems. 

The beam spot size clearly must be smaller than the nuclear diffraction 

pattern if the latter is to be cleanly resolved. This is tricky when 

the pattern is only 4 mr wide (as in the case of CC scattering at 

3 GeV/c/nucleon). Beam stability is equally crucial. High angular 

resolution is. required if the slope of the nuclea~ scattering is to 

be accurately gauged. Finally, multiple coulo~b scattering must be 

minimized and thin targets used. 

.. -· 
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The larger two interacting nuclei are, the more important 

coulomb effects become. A con\·enient measure of their import 
,, 

i~ the parameter n = z
1
z2a/S, hhere z

1 
and z2 are the charges of the 

nuclei, a the fine structure constant, and B the relative velocity 

of the nuclei. The Rutheiford eros~ section ~s proportional to Z4 

This means that coulomb nuclear interference 
' 

effects,which only mildly influence the differential scattering of 

protons on protons over the bulk of the elastic scattering, 

significantly alter the magnitude and shape of elastic CC scattering 

throughout the forward diffraction peak. To extract purely 

nuclear parameters from such scattering requires that sizable 

corrections be made. The corrections themselves become uncertain 

because approximate methods must be used (perturbation theory 

becomes unwieldy for a coupling constant of order 6.x 6 x a"' 1/4). 

Nuciei have binding energies small compared to the projectile 

energies used in this experiment. Consequently, many channels are 

open beside elastic scattering, including projectile and target 

fragmentation, excitation, and particle production. As Heckman(l 4) 

has shown, beam fragmentation processes have sizable cross sections 

and produce forward-going particles; such fragments can complicate 

the extrapolation procedure by adding extra terms to the angular 

dependence of the forward nuclear scattering. Preliminary measure-

( 1 S) . d . h . . . . b 1 ments 1n 1cate t at excitation cross sect1ons are apprecia e 

and so must also be considered. 



In view of these difficulties it is interesting to consider 

the limitations of the transmission technique for measuring 

nucleus-nucleus cross sections. To be specific, we shall use a 

simple black disk optical model for the scattering of a nucleus 

with radius R and charge Z on an identical nucleus. Then 

do 
dtNUC 

da 
dtCOUL 

We have assumed the nuclear and electromagnetic form factors equal 

for simplicity. Consider how we might extract the total cross 
·., 

section from the series of partial cross sections. To measure aT 

we need to be able to isolate the elastic scattering, so \ve demand 

that the width of the multiple-coulomb-scattered, straight-through 

distribution be smaller than the width of the nuclear diffraction 

pattern. A convenient measure of these widths is the root mean 
·~ 

square momentum transfer of each of the distributions. Then we 

have <t>MCS ~ Z~1 and <t>NUC ~ 1/aT, where 1 is the length of the 

target. Given Z, the thickest target we can permit has 

10 

<t>MCS = <t>~!UC Thus 1 ~ 1/ (aTZ~). The attenuation from such a 

target will be proportional to ZaT ·\, l/Z4 . The dilemma is apparent: 

to measure total cross sections of highly charged nuclei, we must use 

extremely thin targets. The accompanying table illustrates the 

problem. 
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Table 1 

z 

6 

12 

24 

ATTEr\UATION FOR 
< t >t-ICS = < t > NUC 

.40 

.025 

.0015 

Such tiny attenuations practically forbid attenuation measurements 

with dense targets for Z ~ 15. 

There is another, more fundamental limitation to measuring 

total nuclear cross sections also imposed by the coulomb force. 

For sufficiently high Z, the Rutherford cross section will dominate 

the nuclear scattering in the first diffractive peak, making the 

separation of coulomb and nuclear parts of the interaction dubious 

at best. Define teN such that dcr/dt(tCN)COUL ~ dcr/dt(tCN).:-.;uc Then 

teN= aZ-41'l2r0
2

• Here r 0 ~ 1.2 fermi. But <t> = 1/r 2 Z213 
NUC 0 . 

Saying that the coulomb force dominates the scattering h·hen tc.:-.; ~ 

11 

<t>NUC' we find that for Z ~ a-112 ~ 12 the nuclear elastic scattering 

is lost in the coulomb signal. 

The foregoing should warn us that total nuclear cross· section 

is a concept useful in a limited domain of atomic number. In \,·hat 

sense is it applicable to the reactions studied here? In all the 

reactions we've measured, tCN << <t>NUC; this lets us adopt a 

"perturbati ve"' definition of a nuclear cross section. T1~e la\,·s 

of electromagnetism let us predict how pure nuclear scattering 

must be modified by the presence of coulomb interactions. If ~e 'can 

parameterize the observed elastic scattering in terms of kno~n 

' 



modifications to some simple ''pure nuclear" parameters, and if the 

nuclear effects dominate over much of the first diffraction peak, 

we are justified in abstracting a cross-section from these "pure 

nuclear" parameters. This is our approach in \\·hat follO\.;s. This 

is the nuclear cross section that we measure. 

1 ') 
J.'-
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III. Experimental Set Up 

To solve the measurement problems associated with heavy ions 

we have complemented the traditional disk counter array ~ith culti-

' 
wire proportional chambers (~fi~PC), an analyzing magnet, and dE/dx 

measurements. These additions provide increased angular resolution, 

isotope identification, and useful diagnostics. 

A. The Beam 

Beams of protons, deuterons, alphas, and carbon nuclei of 

1.55 and 2.89 GeV/c/nucleon were obtained from the external beam 

of the Bevatron and transported to our experimental area via the 

beam line Shown in Fig. 4. The beam was designed with the aid of 

the program TRA.t\'SPORT to provide small, circular foci over a 1\ide 

range of focal lengths and to be dispersionless at the final focus. 

It was tuned with the aid of MWPC' s. Typical operating fluxes h·ere 

10 to 20 K particles/pulse with a pulse length about 1 second long. 

1J 

These low intensities were achieved by attenuating more intense beams 

from the source before· injection into the main ring of the Be\·atron. 

This guaranteed beam purity. The mat~rial in the beamline causes 

negligible beam contamination. In the worst case ( 12c beams), we 

estimate that the beam is >99.5% 12c6 . The bulk of the contamination 

is due to interactions in one of the beam-defining counters, S~. We 

took special care to center the beam in all the beam pip2s to reduce 

beam interactions and maintain beam purity. 
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B. The Trigger Counters 

To achieve the small and stable beam spot size this study of 

heavy ion reactions required, ~e used two ~~FC'c, PI and P2, in 

the incident beam to select only those particles tvhose trajectories 

• extrapolated to within 5 mm of the center of the array of disk coun-

ters. The chambers are shown \d th the rest of the experimental appa-

ratus in Fig. 5. Table 2 gives the relevant parameters for the ~~PC's 

in the experiment. The track selection was done with a matrii logic 

system which is shown schematically in Fig. 6. It works as follO\-:s. 

The fast outputs from each sense tdre of plane PIX (PlY) and P2X 

(P2Y) are the inputs to the matrix. One set of wires is connected 

directly to a set of and gates, the other to a set of hori:ontal 

wires. If we wish to require a coincidence between the nth wire of 

PlZ flY) and the mth wire of P2X (P2Y), we connect a diode between 

the nth horizontal and the mth vertical wire in the matrix array. 

Thus, by suitably placing diodes, we can "program" the array to 

accept coincidences between the wire combinations corresponding to 

any desired trajectory. The outputs of all the coincidences are 

then OR-d together, so that we get a single output pulse anytime 

a particle has a suitable X (Y) trajectory. \~re than one coinciden~e 

also results in a matrix output. In practice, the chamber jitter ti=e 

limits the possible time resolutio~ of the device to about 50 ns. 

An overall X andY coincidence then signalled that the incident 

particles had the right trajectory. The details of the constn1ction 

. . ( 16) 
of the un1t are g1ven by Harms. 
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Table 2 

M\'IPC PARAMETERS 

.i 

NAME WIRE SPACING ACTIVE AREA r.;o. OF PLANES 
(mm) (em x em) 

PI 2 12.8(H) X 12.8 (V) 2 

P2 1 6.4(H) X 6.4(V) 2 

P3 2 12.8(H) X 12.S(V) 3 

P4 2 38.4(H) X 38.4(V) 3 

PS 2 51.2 (H) X 30.0(V) 1 

P6 2 51.2(H) X 30.0(V) 1 
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Fig. 7 shows a comparison of the beam size with and without 

the matrix condition. Not only is the spot size significantly 

reduced, beam halo is eliminated and the possiblity of beam 

drift (a potential problem because the beam line is so long) is 

eliminated. The beam's position is defined by the position of 

Pl and P2 and the diode matrix; if the ph:·sical beam moves, \ve suffer 

a loss in the number of beam particles which satisfy the matrix 

trigger, but the position of the electronically selected beam remains 

unchanged. The fraction of actual beam particles satisfying the 

matrix condition varied from 20% at the 3.5' focus to 4% at the 36' 

focus. The beam spot \~as 1. 0 ± .2 em F\\1-N and circular independent 

of the focal position. 

Several scintillation counters were also used in the trigger. 

Sl and Sl' were both situated at the intermediate focus F2. S2, 

placed just before the target, was made of l/16" material to 

minimize beam contamination. The pulse height of 52 was recorded 

for a subset of the triggers to measure this contamination. Just 

following S2 was a large veto counter A, \-:ith a hole in its center 

slightly smaller than S2. The veto was vieKed by phototubes at 

each end and was designed to anti halo tracks coincident with a 

good track. We worried that it might also selectively veto legiti-

mate target interactions which sent a charged particle backward; 

we found no evidence for 'this effect. ·The critical dimensions of 

the trigger counters are given in Table ~· To insure high efficien~y 

at high rates, all the trigger counters \·:ere run \~ith "ofterburncrs." 
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Table 3 

TRIGGER COUNTER DIMENSIONS 

COUNTER SIZE COMME:\TS 
(HEIGHTxWIDTHxTHICKNESS) 

Sl 6" X 611 X 3/8" 

Sl' 511 X 511 X 1/8" 

S2 2 l/2" X 2 3/4 11 X 1/16" 

A 811 X 811 X 1/4" 2 1/2'' dia::eter 
hole in center 



The trigger requirement ~as a coincidence between Sl, Sl', S2, 

and the matrix X and Y outputs, with A in anticoincidence. 

C. Targets 
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Attenuation measurements \~ere taken with hydrogen, deuterium, 

helium, and carbon targets. All the targets were positioned on a 

set of rails normal to the beam line and could be moved back and 

forth along the rails to center any particular target on the beam. 

This was done remotely Kith an accuracy of ±1/16". A dummy target 

was included in the He target assembly. Target empty measurements 

for the liquid targets Kere made using this dummy target. We 

checked that these dummy runs agreed with runs made '"ith the actual 

targets empty. The target empty data for the carbon targets ~ere 

taken by moving the entire target assembly so that no target inter

cepted the beam. 

The flasks were mylar cylinders roughly 6" in diameter and 16" 

long, with domed end caps .007" thick. The flask lengths \vere 

chosen to obtain reasonably large attenuations (~10%) without 

causing excessive multiple coulomb scattering for p, d, and a pro

jectiles. They were not optimally suited for C projectiles because 

the multiple coulomb scattering corrections became farge in this 

case but were more than adequate to provide good cross checks 

with p, d, and a data from carbon targets. Each flask was fitted 

with a "bubble shield'' ,,·hich \>as simply a slightly smaller cylinder 

of mylar with open ends placed inside the flask. Its purpose was 
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to deflect any bubbles which might arise at the bottom of the flask 

from the center region through which the bear:: passes. The flasks, 

which were insulated with aluminized mylar ~rappings, were encased 

in two heat shields to minimize radiative heating. The inner one 

was held at LH2 (or LHe) temperature; the outer one was at LN 

temperature. The outer windows of the vacuur:: box were .020" mylar. 

The dummy flask ,,·as exactly like the others except that it was not 

wrapped ~ith aluminized mylar or put into a low temperature heat 

shield. Instead, the extra insulating and window materials were 

?"' _..) 

hung at each end of the flask just inside the mylar window of the outer 

vacuum jacket. The dummy flask \~as open to the surrounding vacuum. 

· The carbon targets were machined from graphite into blocks 

6" square of thicknesses 1/4", l/2'', 1 ··, and ..,,, 

The lengths of the flasks were measured under conditions 

which simulated the actual running conditions as much as possible. 

We put each flask into an aluminum box, evacuated the box, and filled 

the flask with liquid nitrogen. Ke determined the flask length by 

measuring the distance from each end of the box to the center of the 

f,lask 's dome ,,-i th a depth micrometer. By measuring a bar of known 

length with the same arrangement after we ha~ removed the flask, we 

were able to deduce the flask's length accurately and reproducibly 

to ±.01 em. lie \Wrried that the flask length might change after weeks 

of operation under vacuum but found, after lo~g-term tests, that the 

effect \\'as negligible (<.OSgc;j,,·eek). \!easure:~ents of one :flask's 

length at the end of the run showed no appre~iable change (<.05~). 
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The correction of the target lengths for the slight contraction of 

mylar as it is cooled from L~ to LH or LHe temperatures is similarly 

small (<.OS% ) . Finally we made a plastic cast of the dome shape 

from one of the flasks so that we could measure the dome's contour 

accurately .. 

We used the target length and the target density to determine 

the number of target nuclei/unit area in each target. The density 

is, of course, a function of the temperature. The temperature was 

monitored during each run by t\o:o epoxy-coated carbon resistors 

situated near the top of each flask. These had been calibrated 

previously in liquid hydrogen, deuterium, and helium baths where 

the vapor pressure was knmvn. Standard tables (1
7) \\ere used to 

relate equilibrium vapor press~re to temperature and density. 

Given the average resistance for a series of runs with a given target, 

we thus knew the target densi t:· for those runs. \\-e also monitored 

the vapor pressure directly during the experiment as an independent 

measure of target density. The o2 and He densities determined by 

the two methods agreed to -.1%, but the H2 density as determined 

from the resistors was 1.1% lo~er than that deduced from the Vapor 

pressure. From the density an::! the target length, \\hich was corrected 

for finite beam size effects using MWPC information and the measured 

curvature of the domes, we can ,deduce n = Np.f./AT, \-:here p.f_ is the target· 

-2 thickness in gm em , Ar the atomic weight, and \ is Avogadro's number. 

Table 4 gives the pertinent data on the various targets for a typical 

run. Target density was stable to better than .1% for any given 
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Table 4 

TGT (# TGTS/mb) . (01) 

H2 1. 7637 ± .0026 X 10-3 42.093 ± .01 

02 2.0231 ± .0038 X 10-3 40.098 ± .01 

HE 8.1301 ± .019 X 10-3 43.305 ± .01 

1/4" c 5.4019 ± .005 X 10-4 .635 ± .003 

1/2" c 1.0881 ± .001 X 10-4 1.270 ± .003 

1'' c 2.2125 ± .002 X 10-4 2.540 ± .003 

2" c 4.3672 ± .004 x. 10-4 5.080 ± .003 



running condition but varied as much as 1/2% during the course of 

the experiment. The finite beam size correction was largest for 

runs in the 35.5' focal position ("'.5%) and \~as negligible for the 

:6 

2. 5" focal position (<.OS%). The o2 target \\·as 2. 2 atom % H, but the 

data were easily corrected for this contamination. 

Table 4 also summarizes the carbon target data. We used Union 

Carbide Grade ATJ graphite for the targets. The target dimensions 

were measured with micrometers. The target density was computed 

by weighing each of the targets and dividing by the target volume. 

D. Disk Counter System 

The disk counter system consisted of 10 coaxial circular disk 

scintillation counters mounted on a movable platform. We scaled 

the distance from ~he center of the target to the disk counters with 

the incident momentum. This arrangement allo\\ed us to measure the 

angular distribution in the range 0 < -t < .030 independent of the 

incident momentum. By using as many as 10 counters to cover this 

range in t, we achieved sufficient angular resolution to resolve 

even the sharp diffractive structure of C C elastic scattering. 

The 10 disk counters, labelled c
1

, ... c10 , were fashioned from 

1/16'' thick scintillating plastic disks. We chose such thin material 

with the aim of reducing the number of interactions that ~ould occur 

as particles traversed the disks en route to the isotope identifi

cation system. The light guides \\·ere also 1/16" plastic h·ithin 30 

em of the center of the counters nnd 1/S'' beyond th::~t. The si :cs ancl 
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and shapes of the counters are given in Fig. 8. The counters 

were arranged in order of increasing size with th~ smallest one 

upstream. The light guides were arranged to minimize the amount of 

material any particle would traverse before hitting a disk and to 

reduce the overlap of the light pipes of adjacent counters as much 

as possible. This last feature let us eliminate most counts 

coming from particles passing through a light pipe by requiring 

that ~Veryparticle count~d by disk i also be counted by disk i + 1. 

The counters used RCA 8575's which had been selected for low noise 
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and high gain. The efficiencr of counters 2 through 9 has monitored 

continuously during each run and was generally >99.99%. The effi-

ciency of counters 2, 3, and 4 {which catch the bulk of the straight-

throughs) was usually >99.999%. The counters were mounted radially 

on a large circular frame. The phototubes were magnetically 

shielded with mu metal and soft iron shields; this was necessary to 

ensure high efficiency operation around the Janus magnet. 

The frame holding all 10 counters was mounted on a large 

stage which permitted it to be moved vertically oi hori:ontally. 

The stage, in turn, was secured to a 4' x 4' steel platform "·hich 

could be rolled on steel rails along the bea~ line between the 

target and the analyzing magnet Janus. ~e chose five cart positions 

for data taking; the corresponding distances between the target 

t d t C 3 -, 6' 1?' '-+' 1-s-· cen er an coun er 
2 

were . J , , _ , ~ , an<. .) . ~ . (The 

other disk counters were within one inch of C~.) For all but the 

3.5' focal position we inserted lengths of 1.:·· diameter evacuated 

beam pipe between the target and the first disk counter :o reduce 
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the interactions of the beam in air. Such a precaution is essential 

in the case of C C interactions since 10 m of air is comparable 

to 1/4" C as a target. As we've mentioned above, the bea::t position 

was fixed by the positions of Pl and P2. To be sure the !:>earn \,·as 

centered on the array of disk counters, we used a proportional 

chamber mounted just behind the disk~. P4, to show the beam position 

and to show the position of Cl. By translating the counter array 

right-left or up-down, we could make these positions coincide and 

so center the beam on the disks to better than ±1 mm. 

E. Isotope Identification 

The remaining components, ~n~PC's P3, P4, PS, and P6; the magnet 

JA:\IUS; and a large scintillation counter whose pulse height \.;as 

recorded, PH, were used to measure the angular distribution with high 

resolution, the angle of bend through JANUS, and the dE/dx of the 

exiting particle. Assuming that essentially all the beaQ frag::~enta-

tion products have the original beam particle's velocity, bend angle 

and dE/dx information are sufficient to determine the charge and 

mass of the exiting isotope. Actually the fragments can have 

velocities slightly different from the beam, but the difference is 

small enough that .isotope separation is still very clean. ~-MPC 's 

P3 and P4 measure the particle trajectory before the bend, and PS 

and P6 the trajectory after. P3 Kas located jt1st downstream of the 

target and consisted of three separate planes, one measuring h,.,ri 201~:: al 

displacement (x), one vertical (y), and one at 45° (u). P4 \,·as 



situated just behind the disks on the same movable cart and alsci 

had x, y, and u planes. The redundant planes ~ere included to 

insure high efficiency in particle detection and to· alloh' for the 

removal of ambiguities caused by accidentals or multi-particle 

events. P5 and P6 were both located after the bend, 1.81 m 
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apart. Both chambers just had x planes, \>hich suffice for measuring 

the angle of bend through the magnet. The bend angle resolution was 

generally limited by multiple scattering in the disk counters and 

gave ~8/8 = ~p/p ~ 4%. This \Vas sufficient·to resolve the various 

carbon isotopes. 

JA.".JUS is an H magnet with a gap 7. 9'' high, 22" along the beam 

direction and 66" wide that was positioned 15'' to the left of the 

beam centerline. The wide horizontal aperture allowed us to sample 

even relatively wide scattering angles in regions of uniform B fielc. 

\Ve typically ran the magnet at 8 kG for 1.55 GeV/c/nuc1eon projectiles 

and 16 kG for 2.89 GeV/c/nucleon, giving !Bd~ = 7.5 kGm or 15 kGm. 

Wire orbit studies showed that !Bdf was constant to better than 1% 

independent of entrance angle and entrance position for the particles 

we analyzed. This was sufficiently uniform that we could take the 

bend angle as directly proportional to the particle's rigidity. \\'hen 

operated at high fields, JA:'lUS has a large stray field. To reduce 

it to a level tolerable for a well shielded photomultiplier, "·e 

attached a large shi~ld to the upstream side of the magnet. 

The PH counter was a large rectangular scintillator 18" high 

by 25" wide and 1/2" thick, placed 7" behind P6 and vic\\·ed by phot0-

tubes from each side through triangular light pipes. It and the 
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chambers P5 and P6 were positioned asymmetrically 1vith respect to 

the beam line to catch particles that had hit the left-hand side 

of the disks; this allowed us to sample the widest possible range of 

scattering angles with a single geometry. The pulse height 

resolution ~as adequate for separating charge 5 from charge 6 and was 

uniform across the counter to better than 5%. As expected, the pulse 

height was proportional to the square of the charge with no sign of 

saturation up to Z = 6. 'To minimize the interactions of particles 

emerging from the disks we placed helium gas bags between the 

downstream end of P4 and the upstream side of P5 and between P5 and 

P6. 

The performance of the system is illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10. 

We show scatter plots in bend angle and pulse height for 2.1 GeV/c/nu-

cleon a and C beams and identify the various isotopes present. 

F. Electronics 

Our measurement augmented the traditional total cross section 

technique with proportional chamber and pulse height information. 

The traditional method includes scali~g the number of incident 

particles and the number of counts seen by each of the disk counters 

coincident Kith an incident partie le. This 1,·as done, but in addition, 

for a subset of the incident particles, ~e recorded all the wires 

"hit" in each of the proportio;1al chambers, the pulse height of S2 

and PH, and a bit map of which disk counters fired. This full record 

was recorded for every tenth incident particle and for all particles 

scattering beyond the smallest t~o (or t!1ree) disk counters. Doing 

so let us sample the particles hhich hit each of the angular rings 
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the disk counters defirie without being overwhelmed by the preponderance 

of striigh~throughs that hit the first two rings. 

Fig. 11 shows the trigger and disk counter electronics that 

is the heart of the experiment. The outputs from Sl and Sl' were 

discriminated and fed into the coincidence S. The output from 52 

was clipped at the photomultiplier, resistively split and fed into 

an EGG TR 204 updating discriminator (which has a very low dead time) 

to produce a 3 ns pulse S2S and a 100 ns pulse S2L. The outputs from 

Al and A2 were passively mixed and discriminated; the output pulse 

\oJas fed along with the output of S and the pulse S2S into the 

coincidence SA with A in anticoincidence. A further coincidence 

was made between the matrix output signals X a~d Y, called M. 

~e protected the circuitry from the passage of a second particle 

within the ~n~PC resolving time with a simple deadtime circuit. 

S2S was delayed with respect to S2L so that it would just fail to 

make coincidence with S2L's trailing edge. The passage of a second 

particle through 52 causes the output S2L to elongate: and a 

coincidence between S2L and 525 to appear at D. The technique is 

sensitive to particles that pass with ~3 or 4 ns between them; 

particles closer in time make a single pulse in 52 and fail to 

update the discrimination. This protection was more than adequate 

for the low incident rates used in the experiment. Only .3% 

of all incident particles had a second particle pass within the next 

100 ns. The output of D was put in coincidence with SA at SAD 

to limit the dead time protection to real incident particle 
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candidates. The output of SAD h·as OR-d with a 5eneral busy gate 

that is set when data is being transferred. The OR output, and the 

signals M, SA, and S2S are combined at SAM, wit~ SAD in anti-coinci-

dence. The output of SAM signal$ the arrival o: an incident particle 

that is aimed at the smallest disk. It is scaled; sent to gate the 

disk outputs, and fed to the event strobe. In addition, it sets 

the busy gate ~hich is reset 500 ns later if the event is not 

recorded or when data transfer is complete if the event is. 

The disk counter electronics, also shown in Fig. 11, include 

an X 10 fast preamplifier, variable delay which compensates for the 

various cart positions, a fast discriminator, and a unit ~e called 

the "OR chain." Preamplifiers were needed to a.:hieve very high 

efficiencies from the 1/16" plastic scintillation for minimum 

ionizing particles. We bypassed the amplifiers altogether for 

the carbon running (they saturated with the 36 times minimum pulse 

heights) and subsequently lost sensitivity to LJ\\ charges. The 

outputs of the preamplifiers were discriminated and sent to the 

OR chain. It OR-s C. with C. . and gates the O'..ltput C. ' ld th SML 
1 J <1 1 

This procedure minimizes the effect of ring to "ing efficiency 

variations. All the outputs C.' ~ere scaled by Ca~ac scalers and ~ere 
1 

recorded each Bevatron pulse. 

The event trigger, which ~e called a STROE~, ~as generated when 

two of the three signals S.~i\!, lOth SjU.f, and NO 1 .., ,,,·ere present. NO 

12 was generated by the coincidence of SAM and :he complement of an 

OR of c1 and c2; thus it signalled that disks 1 arid 2 had not been 

hit, although a good particle 1vas incident. In :'sse:1ce it is a sign:;.: 
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than an interaction occurred and was usually accompanied by a hit 

in a larger disk. lOth S~\1 is a pulse from a decade scaler that 

counts SA}·!' s and so is generated once ever:· 10 SA}! inputs. The 

STROBE signal was fanned out to gate the ~lli?C's, the disk counter 

input register, and the ADC's. To reduce the dead time from data 

transferring, we used a double buffering scheme. Basically we 

only had to deaden the experiment while data was being transferred 

from front to back buffers which went relatively rapidly. The experi-

ment 1,·as generally "alive" while the slm..-er transfer of data from the 

back buffer to the computer was completed. In the event the back 

buffer was full, 1\re inhibited data transfer and ''deadened" the experi-

ment until it had been cleared. 

The MKPC readout electronics ~as develo?ed by the \uclear 

Instrumentation group at LBL and has been described in detail 

( 18) elsel,·here. Basically, one or more hits on a plane generate 

a "fast out" pulse. It is discriminated and then gated by STROBE 

giving a "write gate.'' This signal is sent back to the chambers 

where it enables the event to be stored until it can be read out. 

By letting the fast out determine the write gate timing, we achieved 

100% writing efficiency ~ith a time resoluti~n of 30 ns FWHM. 

This kept multiwire fires helm~ 10~;, even \,·he;, we ran the chambers 

at high enough voltages to guarantee high fc.st out efficiencies 

The transfer of data from the ~lliPC's to the computer proceeded 

through a more-or-less trouble prone C:\~1.-\C device calle(: the Scratch 
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Pad Memory. After receiving a signal to initiate data transfer, 

it received ~nd stored up to 32 16-bit words which encoded the loca

tions of the wires which had been hit. (Twelve word~ would encode 

a single hit on each of the MWPC planes.) Encoding was done by 

electronics located at the chambers. The data t~ansfer proceeded 

sequentially, plane by plane. When it was finished, we initiated 

transfer of these data to the computer via CAMAC. It took about 

2 ~s to transfer each word from the front buffer (the flip flops 

at the ~~PC) to the back buffer (the Scratch Pad Memory) and about 

10 ~s to transfer it on to the computer. A typical event had about 

14 MWPC hords in addition to 3 more words used to encode the other. 

information. 

A bit map of \vhich disk counters fired and pulse height infor

mation from 52 and PH was also recorded with each event trigger. The 

bit map has recorded by a device we called the pattern unit; in 

addition it recorded the trigger condition (lOth SAM or NO 12) and 

certain other logic signals. The pattern unit acted as a front 

buffer for the disk information; it transferred data on command to 

the back buffer, a CAMAC input register. Two fast Nir-.1 ADC' s were 

used as the front buffers for the pulse heighi information; they 

also transferred the encoded pulse heights to C~~C input registers. 

A PDP-11-20 computer was used to store and mcinitor the 

incoming data. To handle high data taking raies (we could record up 

to 1000 events/pulse although we usually ran about 250 events/pulse), 

the incoming data were written into a circular b~ffer in :he PDP-11 
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memory, which was continuously emptied onto disk. At the end of 

a pulse, all the scaler inform~tion was recorded and the information 

on disk transferred to magneti~ tape. During this transfer a subset 

of the information was decoded to provide histogram displays for 

each ~MPC plane and to monitor ~lliPC and disk counter efficiency. The 

data taking was done with the program X 170. (lg) The computer was 

extremely useful in beam tuning and beam alignment hy provjding hist -'gram 

displays of the beam profile and position and in making phase space 

displays for beam focusing. 

G. Running Plan 

Our running procedure ~as is follows. Once the Bevatron had 

successfully accelerated the p!"oj ectil e, \ve fine tuned the bend 

magnets to center the beam in :he beam pipes, monitoring the operation 

with chambers Pl and P2 and scintillators the Bevatron has positioned 

along the beam line. We positioned the cart, chose matrix boards ani 

time delays appropriate to the projectile, maximized the SAN/SA ratio 

by fine tuning the final quadr~pole doublet, and centered the disk 

array on the beam spot. Test !"uns prior to actual running let us 

check the disk efficiency, ~·1\\TC efficiency, and the ~1\\'PC performance 

generally. \\'i th the apparatus checked, we commenced running each 

of the target-full and target-empty conditions, usually repeating 

each condition at least three times. There were typically 1000 SAWs 

and 200 STROBE's per pulse. A t~~ical run lasted 30-~5 minutes. ~e 

took sufficient data to ghe c. statistical accuracy of about .3% to 

.. 



the ra1v partial cross sections. Run summaries '"ere saved by the 

computer which allowed raw partial cross sections to be computed 

after we had finished a series of runs. This allowed us to make 

online rate studies and run-to-run consistency checks. Operation 

in general was very smooth except for occasional computer data 

transferring errors (which remained mysterious) 1vhich would tempo

rarily halt our operation. Recovery '"as straightforward and the 

amount of data affected negligible. 

The following table summarizes our running conditions. 

40 
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Table 5 

RUNNING CONDITIONS 

. -t RA.~GE 
PROJECTILE KE/NUCLEON CART POSITION (GEV/C) 2 

p .87 3.5' 0 - .025 

2.1 6.0' 0 - .031 

d .87 6.0' 0 - .035 

2.1 12.0' 0 - .033 

C! .87 3.5' 0 - .390 

12.0' 0 - .038 

2.1 12.0' 0 - .133 

24.0' 0 - .032 

c .87 12.0 I 0 - .342 

35.5' 0 - .038 

2.1 24.0' 0 - .290 

35.5' 0 - .133 



IV. Corrections to the Data 

The essential data consisted of scaler records of the number 

of incident counts, called S~\l's, and the number of counts recorded 

coincidentJy in each disk i, called ~-. ~e use these scaler data 
l 

to determine the angular distribution of transmitted and scattered 

particles in the forward direction. Of course inelastic processes 

(mostly projectile fragmentations) can contribute to these 

distributions. However, by using the MWPC and PH information to 

tag particles different from the projectile in charge, mass, or 
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momentum, we can correct the distribution so it approximates that due 

to straight-throughs and elastic scatters alone. There are several 

advanta;es :o this. (1) We can eliminate contamination of the 

straight-throughs by beam fragments. (2) The angular distribution 

is not complicated by several terms with different t dependences, 

so the extrapolation is more certain. (3) The data can be used to 

determine aE and the elastic slope parameter b in addition to aT. 

Aside from getting more information about the scattering, this detailed 

knowledge of the elastic differential cross section allows coulomb-

nuclear interference corrections to be made ~ith little model dependence. 

This section will describe the correction of the data for such 

inelastic contaminants; in the next, ~e consider ho~ to extract 

aT, aE, and b from these corrected distributions. 

Does the distribution of right-momentum, right isotope particles 

really approximate the elastic distribution? Several inelastic 

processes might produce such "pseudo-elastjc·· events, i.ncluding target 
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or projectile excitation, target fragmentation, and particle production. 

The question is how often a right-momentum, right-isotope particle 

results from such reactions. Target fragmentation is usually (809.; of 

the time) accompanied by beam frag:nentationF 0) so expect very little 

contamination from processes where the target alone breaks apart. 

Since particle production involYes even larger momentum and energy 

transfers than target fragmentation, it should be even more likely 

to result in beam fragmentation. So we expect little right-isotope 

production from such reactions. Xuclear excitation is a potential 

background ~ource in reactions inYolving 12c (none of the other nuclei 

we have studied have bound .excited states). \\'e can estimate its impor

tance using measurements( 30) o~ excitation differential cross sections 

for 156 ~leV protons on 12c. From limiting fragmentation, we expect 

the t dependence of these cross-sections to be independent of the 

projectile type. And since 156 ~le\· is already large compared to the 

typical energy levels in 12c, limiting fragmentation also implies 

negligible energy dependence fo~ these cross sections. So, all in all, 

the low energy pC data should p~o\"ide a good estimate of the excitation 

process. The data show a total excitation cross section equal to about 

20% of the elastic cross sectio~. However, the angular distribution 

is peaked at angles considerably larger than the rms angle of elastic 

scattering, and it is reasonably flat over most of the forward diffrac-

tion peak,· where the elastic scattering dominates. Thus .. much of the 

excitation cross section lies beyond the extrapolation range, and that 

which doesn't is dominated by· t:.e elastic scattering. So we feel safe 
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in approximating the \·er:· fon·ard s.::attering as elastic. Our data 

can be accurately parameterized •.-i th this assumption, and in the cases 

where cross checks are possible h'e find our values of aE and b are in 

reasonable agreement with existing ~easurements. The errors which may 

result from this assumption are discussed below. 

A. Corrections to 12c Data 

The data with 12c incident ,,·ere taken at the 35.5' focal position 

for both the .87 and 2.1 GeV/nucleo:-t runs. In this position, the 

isotope identification system subtends a large enough solid angle to 

sample events in all but the largest rings with nearly 100% efficiency. 

The high specific ionization of a c~arge six particle (36 times minimum 

ionizing) posed problems for both the disk counters and the proportional 

chambers. \\11en the disk counters are set to be fully efficient for 

minimum ionizing particles, the presence of a charge six particle 

is recorded \~ith an electronic cymb3.l crash--10 to 20 volt pulses from 

the phototubes! This great d:~a~ic range posed problems for the disk 

counter discriminator electronics a:-~d required long recovery times 

from the phototube bases. (~e ran the disk counters without ''after

burners.") Del t.a ray product ion, \\~ich goes lik~ z2 , is considerably 

enhanced in 12c initiated reactions, so sensitivity to minimum ionizing 

particles increases background coun:s. This is especially troublesome 

in the t-1\\'PC' s, where the presence o-= a few extra tracks can make the 

"interpretation of an event ambiguo~s. We solved both problems by 

lowering the high voltage supplied :o the disk counters and the ~mPC's. 
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In their running configuration, the disks were efficient for Z ~ 3 

and the MWPC 's for Z ~ 4. 5; both were 100~> efficient for Z = 6. 
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To correct the raw counts from each-ring i for beam fragmentations, 

we must find the fraction of those counts coming from right-momentum 

I2c. Call this fraction In passing through the disks and the 

material in the gas bags and MWPC's, some right-momentum 12c particles 

interact. Since the amount of material depends on which ring was 

hit, the fraction of right-momentum 12c particles 1vhich don't interact, 

called f., depends on the ring number i. If 1~e sample the particles 
l 

in ring i and determine experimentally what fraction are "good," that 

is right-momentum 12c, we measure the product (.g.; knowledge of f. 
. l l l 

then lets us deduce g. and so correct the data. 
l 

Each event recorded during the experiment has a bit map from the 

pattern unit sho1ving 1-.rhich disks were hit. l\'e use the pattern unit 

information to determine which ring was "hit"' this is the ring 

defined by the smallest counter hit and the prece~ding counter which 

was not hit. Then all events corresponding to a hit in ring i are 

divided into a series of more and more restrictive categories. The 

most important of these we call PH There, PH Right, Bend There, and 

Bend Right. PH There is the category of all events which have a 

non-zero pulse height recorded in the PH counter and PH Right the 

subset of these with a pulse height consistent 1vith the passage of 

a charge six particle. Bend There and Bend Right are subsets of 

PH Right. Bend There is the set of events 1\'ith sufficient information 

recorded by the proportional chambers to measure the bend angle and 
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Bend Right the subset of those with a bend angle c~nsistent with I2c. 

The essence of our method is this: (1) .-\ssume PH There uniformly 

samples all events in any given ring; (2) ~Ieasure the fraction of 

events in each ring having PH There that ha\·e PH Right; (3) Assume 

that the subset of the Z = 6 events that have a unique bend angle 

determined by P3, P4, PS, and P6 uniformly samples all Z = 6 events 

in any given ring; (4) Measure the fraction of those Z = 6 

events having Bend There which have a Bend Right. Let (PH There). = 
1 

Number of Events in Ring i in the category PH There and so forth. Then 

f.g. = (PH Right/PH There). x (Bend Right/Bend There). x C .. In practice 
1 1 . 1 1 1 

we made a further correction, C., for beam particle contamination. This 
1 - . 

correction and the categories mentioned already are discussed below 

in more detail. The contamination correction was given by 

S2 Right J 
S2 There j 

where 52 There was the set of all events in ring i having the pulse 

height of 52 recorded and S2 Right was the subset of those events 

having a pulse height in S2 consistent with charge six. All the cate-

gories discussed below are subsets of the category S2 Right. Since 

this correction effectively modifies the number of incident particles, 

we must also correct that number as fallows: 

SMI' = s~'-'\I x ( s~ Right I 
S2 There j · 

Ke measure the ratio (S2 Right/52 There) using the sample of events 

taken 1dth the lOth SAM trigger. This unifon:lly samples all incident 
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particles, irrespective of whether or not an interaction occurred 

in the target. In all cases the correction due to C. is small (<.3%). 
1 

Fig. 12 shows the pulse height spectra recorded by the PH counter 

for a typical run. Note the spike in the distribution at PH = 0; this 

feature is caused primarily by a recording error but also includes 

some legitimate events which simply miss the PH counter. We assume as 

we have said in the above, that the set of events \vith PH There uniformly 

samples all the events with S2 Right. This is an important assumption 

and deserves further comment. \\'e first note that all the fragments 

seen by ring i which don't interact in the disks and subsequent 

material have equal probabilities of hitting the PH counter, indepen-

dent of fragment type. Different fragments of approximately the 

same rapidity bend differently in passing through JA.\US; hm,ever, for 

those isotopes to which the disks are sensitive (Z? 3), even the 

extreme trajectories land on the PH counter. The vertical cut imposed 

by the magnet's aperture affects all fragments from a given ring 

equally. In fact, the aperture limitation is small (~10%) for even 

the outermost rings used in the analysis. What of those fragments 

that do interact in the disks? We assume that particles which hit 

disk i and interact have the saoe probability to be counted in PH 

There as non-interacting particles. For the central disks this is 

an excellent assumption because the bulk of the interactions (elastic 

scatters + fragmentations) are extremely forward peaked; hence some 

product of the interaction comes from the disks Kith almost the 

original trajectory and is still seen by the PH counter. For the lar~er 
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rings, some of the interactions may be lost, but since ~5% of the 

particles incident on these rings (i ~ 4 or 5) interact anyway, the 

effect is small. (PH There/52 Right). is essentially constant for 
1 
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i 5 7, which confirms our assertion that Ke are sampling from all rings 

equally. 

The category PH Right includes those PH There e\·ents with a pulse 

height consistent with I2c. Experimentally h·e defined PH Right as 

those events with PH> PH min; this cut is shown in Fig. 12. We 

note that (PH Right/PH There) was constant run-to-run ~ithin statistics. 

There are t1vo background effects which contaminate PH Right. First, 

note that the tail of the charge 5 peak extends beyond the cut 

defining ch~rge six. Second, note that we accept all events with 

pulse height greater than PH min as Z = 6 candidates. This sample 

included some particles of lower charge Khich interact in the 1/2'' 

PH counter and so produce large pulse heights. ~either background 

poses much of a problem. In the first place, in the ;nost crucial 

central rings (PH Right/PH There) is nearly the same for target full 

and target empty conditions; hence the background is a common fraction 

of both the full and empty runs and is uni;np(n·tant 1\hen 1,·e take their 

ratio to compute the partial cross sections. In the larger rings, the 

full and empty (PH Right/PH There) ratios differ r.tore. Although the 

resultant errors are ~ 2~o in o1 , we choose to .::orre.::t PH Right as follo~>s: 

(PH Right) '=(PH Right)i - f x (PH There - n: Right\. Here 

(PH There - PH Right) is the number of events Kith the Krong pulse 

height and f is the fraction of these that ir:teract in t:1e pulse 

height counter to produce a pulse height h·hi.::h Ke :;'istake for a l2C. 
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We estimate f by weighting the probabilities that a charge Z 

~ ' 
fragment wi 11 interact by the fraction of charge Z fragments in the 

wrong pulse height sample as determined by the observed spectra. We 

estimate the interaction probabilities with optical model predictions 

for cr
1
N" Our uncertainty in f has a negligible effect on crT and 

crE ( <1%). 

The subset of events in PH Right that have \iell defined tracks in 

P3, P4, P5, and P6 consistent with a single particle passing through 

all the chambers is called Bend There. Since the proportional 

chambers are fully efficient for Z = 6, \,·e expect Bend There to 

sample PH Right adequately. A typical bend angle histogram is sho\\n 

in Fig. 13. Note that the separation is reasonably clean. 

Bend Right, the final category, is the subset of Bend There 

events with a bend angle between the cuts shown in Fig. 13. The width 

of the right-momentum 12c peak is consistent with multiple coulomb 

scattering from the disks and chamber resolution. There is no 

evidence for production of lower momentum 12c; i.e. the peak is 

essentially symmetric. The effect of the backgrounds is negligible 

for crT and crE. 

The final ingredient in the correction scheme is the determination 

of the factors fi. Recall that fi is the probability that a right-

12 momentum C incident on disk i will not int2ract in the disks or 

materials of the isotope identification system. We find them as 

follO\.;s. Physically it is reasonable to e::q::-ect that almost all of 

the particles that hit the central disk are 12c of the right momentum; 

i.e. that g1 = 1. After all, the disk subtends too little solid 
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angle to pick up many fragments, and elastic scatters into the 

for\\ard disk would leave the incident particle's momentum essentially 

unchanged. The assumption is borne out by the data, in that the 

ratio (PH Right/PH There) 1 x (Bend Right/Bend There) 1 x (S2 Right/52 There) 1 

for target full and t_arget empty. So g
1 

is 1. This lets us find 

1 [PH Right] [ 
~ = PH There lx 

Bend Right 1) 
' X Bend fhcre 

1 

rsz Right) ls2 There 
1

· 

(1 - f
1

) is the probability that a right momentum 12c which hits 

ring 1 does interact in passing through the disks or the subsequent 

material. Let r be the fraction of all these interactions that occur 

in the disks. We calculate r using optical model predictions for a 1N. 

Since all the disks have the same thickness, the probability of inter-

action in any disk is (l-f1)r/10. The number of disks a particle 

hitting ring i must pass through is (11 - i); hence a particle hitting 

ring i has a probability of interacting in the disks given by 

(11- i)(l f
1
)r/10. It has an additional probability (1 - f

1
)(1 - r) 

of interacting in the subsequent material. So 

or 

f = f + 
i 1 

The derived·partial cross sections are quite insensitive to the 

choice of r; varying r (which is typically .80) between .40 and 1.0 

causes crT to vary negligibly and crE to vary by 2%. 

Given the f. and R., the raw counts seen by each rin2 as 
1 1 ~ 

determined by the scalers, we compute the corrected ring counts, 
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normalized by the number of incident particles: 

R. I = Ri ~ (S2 Right)' X (PH Right) X 

1 SAM'. S2 There . PH There . 
1 1 

Then the corrected disk counts are: 

D. I = L R.I. 
1 . . J 

]~1 

(
Bend Right) . I 
Bend There . x I. · 

1 1 

From D. •e and D. ,f we compute the corrected partial cross sections 
1 1 

as usual: 

a.'= l.e.n(D.'e/D.'f). 
1 n · 1 1 

B. Corrections to Deuteron and Alpha Data 

The alpha data were taken at the 12' and 24' cart positions, 

the deuteron data at the 6' and 12' positions for p = 1.55 and 

p = 2.89 GeV/c/nucleon respectively. In these cart geometries 

acceptance problems arise which we didn't encounter in the 12c 

running at the 36' position. First, the fraction of the events in 
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the· rings which pass through the magnet aperture and PS, P6, and the 

PH counter decreases rapidly with increasing ring size. This is 

just a geometric acceptance problem that arises because the isotope 

identification system subtends a smaller solid angle from the disks 

for these cart positions. The problem is severe only in the case 

of the lower momentum deuterons where we accept events only out to 

-t = .0063. Although this limits our ability to extract the elastic 

scattering parameters in this case, the total cross section measure-

ment is mostly unaffected. Nore important is the fact that the 

isotope identification system is no longer uniformly sensitive to 
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all the fragment types impinging on a given ring. \'/hen the magnet 

settings and the PS, P6, and PH positions are chosen to catch 

right-momentum a's or d's, the trajectories of some of the possible 

fragments miss the chambers altogether. So ,,-e must revise the 

h d 1 h 12c . . . d . approac \ve use to aria yze t e 1n1 t1ate reactions. Fortunately 

it was possible to run both the disks and the ~mPCs so that they 

were fully efficient to charge-one minimum ionizing particles. This 

meant that the proportional chambers could sample all the events in 

any ring. 

As in the 12c analysis, we try to measure the fraction of all 

the events, g., hitting ring i that are due to right-momentum alphas 
1 

(or deuterons). Again, the presence of the disk material, gas bags, 

and proportional chambers causes interactions, so our measurement 

of this fraction gives g.f .. As before, we Kill consider the set 
1 1 

of all events corresponding to a hit in ring i; but here, because 

of the problems mentioned above, ,.,.e must consider a different set 

of categories, as follows: Aim, Bend Right, PH There, and PH Right. 

In brief: (1) Consider events which have a trajectory determined 

by P3 and P4, and select the subset of those events, Aim, that Kill 

pass through PS, P6, and PH if they ha\·e the "right" rigidi tr. 

(2) 1"-leasure the fraction of those Aim events which do in fact have 

the rig!1t trajectory (Bend Right). (3) Of the Bend Right events 

consider all events with pulse height inforr.1ation recorded (PH There). 

(4) MeasDre the fraction of these with pulse height consistent with 

Z = 2 for alphas or Z = l for deuterons (PH Right). Denoting the 

numbers of events in each category as before, we have 
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f .. = (Bend_Right) x [PH Right] 1 
1 g1 A1n1 . PH There . x E

56 1 . 1 

The factor (l/E56) is included to correct Bend Right for slight 

inefficiencies of chambers 5 ~nd 6 (E56 ~ .95). The pulse height 
J 

spectra of 52 showed no Z = 1 background for the alpha running, and 

of course isn't sensitive to contaminants in the deuteron beam, so 

there were no beam purity corrections. 

P34 is the set of all events which have ~ 

trajectory determined by P3 and P4. We assume that P34 uniformly 

samples all the events in any given ring. In fact, we found 

(P34/All). ~ .96 for all rings indicating uniform sampling. P34 
1 
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loses some events because of~~amber inefficiencies, track ambiguities, 

and interactions in the disks; hoKever, the losses are small enough 

that·the sample is not noticeably biased. Aim is the subset of 

P34 events which are aimed so that they will pass through the 

magnet ap'erture and, assuming they bend 1 ike right momentum a's or 

d's, extrapolate through the active areas of PS, P6 and PH. Multiple 

scattering in the disks and the finite resolution of the ~fi'/PC 's 

introduce some uncertainties in the aim predictions; we alloK for 

this by defining the aperture cuts well within their actual physical 

positions. We have tested for both the .87 and 2.1 Ge\"/nucleon 

alphas that a further restriction of the apertures does not change 

the results of the analysis. The "aim efficiencies," ( .. \im/P3-I)., 
1 

are given in Table 6 for the various cart positions. Xote that, csr2-

cially for the 12' .cart position, the aim efficiency \'aries rapiJly 
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Table 6 

AIM EFFICIENCIES (AIM/P3~) . FOR THE 
1 

DIFFERENT CART POSITIO~S 

Ring 
Number Cart Position 

i 61 12 I 24 I 35.5 1 

1 .980 1.0 1.0 1.0 

2 .890 .99-l .993 1.0 

3 .415 .819 .987 1.0 

4 .116 .353 .977 1.0 

5 .072 .168 .844 1.0 

6 .019 .1~5 .575 1.0 

7 .004 .116 .335 .988 

8 0. .096 .248 .983 

9 0. .062 .188 .712 

10 0. .002 .145 .414 
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with ring number; this tends to bia·s the aim sample toward the small 

angle region of each ring. However, since the fraction of good 

events in each ring varies slowly with i, this bias becomes unimportant. 

Furthermore, the aim efficiency is quite constant for the small disks 

which catch the bulk of the straight-throughs: Thus, the effect 

of slightly bi~sing the Aim ~ample only affects our measurement of 

the elastic scattering parameters and leaves essentially unchanged 

our determination of the number of strajght-throughs. This results 

in an uncertainty in oE of 5%, but only a In% error·in,oT. 

A problem in the .87 GeV/nucleon alpha runs required some 

correction in the quantity (Aim) .. In thos~ runs, several of 
. 1 

the outer rings (i = 4,5,6) were not perfectly efficient for,charge-

one particles, and one ring (i = 6) was in fact quite inefficient. 

Disk 7, \ihich 1-:as fully efficient, registered these particles missed 

by the other disks, and so "miss-binned" them, i.e. events which 

actually passed through ring 4, 5, or 6 (a~ determined by P4) were 

only registered by disk 7 and so were categorized as ring 7 events. 

An analysis of these events shO\'Ied they Kere all associated with 

charge-one particles; all ring~ appear to be perfectly efficient 

for charge t1w. The presence of these events in ririg 7 severely 

biased the Aim sample; not only did it have its usual ring-7 good 

and bad e\·ents, but also a large fraction of predominantly "bad" 

events from the smaller rings. Since the ain efficiency varies 

rapidly 1vith ring size, the sample of e\·ents [AH!7J was heavily biase ... i 

with the small-ring bad events. To correct the effect, we used the 

proportional chambers to determine \vhich ring, i PC, the event actually 



belonged in, given that the pattern unit implied it was in ring iDIS!\. 

Let N (k, 1) be the number of events with iDISK = k and iPC = 1. 

Then, if we denote the aim efficiency for ring i as E., we can correct 

the number of events in the aim category as follm~s 

10 

AIM. I = AIM. X 
1 1 

L ~(i,j)E./E. 
j=l . J 1 

10 
L N(i,j) 

j=l 

1 

We determine Ei from events with iDISK = iPC' and find that the 

correction is quite insensitive to small changes in it. (~25% 

changes in Ei effect ~1/2% changes in aT.) In practice we applied 

the correction only for i ~ 5, although its application to all the 

rings gave essentially the same answer. 

If an event in Aim is seen by PS and P6, its trajectory 

through P3, P4, P5, and P6 is consistent Kith that of a single 

particle, and its bend angle through the magnet is consistent with 

that from a right-momentum a (or d), it is included in {Bend Right}. 

A histogram of bend angles is sho~n in Fig. 14~ along.with the cuts 

used to define Bend Right; Fig. 14b shows a similar histogram for 

events which passed through ring 7, and Fig.l4c the same histogram 

with the hend and PH cuts impo:'c-d. We note that the scattered 

alphas have essentially no momentum spread save that consist~nt with 

the 1\fWPC resolution and multiple coulomb scattering. In particular, 

"there is no evidence for slightly inelastic events which ~ould 

skew the distribution to more negative bt'nd angles. The extra \"idth 

of the distribution seen in Fig. 14b is due to the spread in the 

deuteron fragment momentum. For the alpha-initiated reactions we need 
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to determine \<lhat fraction of the d and a sample in Bend Right are 

a's. To do so, \<le define the subsets of Bend Rt, PH There, and PH 

Right. A typical PH spectrum is shown in Fig. 15 along with the PH 

cut. As in the case of 12~, there is a slight background problem 

due to charge-1 particles interacting in the PH counter to produce 

large pulse height. \~e correct for this almost negligible effect 

as before. Since the bend angle cut alone can separate deuterons 

from their proton fragments, we don't use the PH There and PH Right 

categories in the deuteron analysis. 

60 

We find the interaction ratios f. just ~s we did with 12c; i.e. 
1 

we assume, and. the data corroborate, all the particles hitting ring 

1 for the target empty condition are straight-throughs. Thus g
1 

= 1 

and f
1 

1S given by (1). We obtain the f. as in the I2c case and 
1 

that f.E F 
This last assumption is strictly assume = f .. not true, 

1 1 

since P34 samples the rings slightly differently with the target full 

and empty. We find the effect of such differences scale f. neglible 
1 

(<1/2% in computing o.). 
1 

Then given f. 
1 

and R., the raw scaler 
1 

counts for ring i, we compute the corrected ring counts normalized by 

S~IS as 

R , = Ri x (Bend Rt) x _l_x (PH Right) 
i S~l Aim i ~6 PH There i 

I 
X-

f. 
1 

From this we compute the corrected disk counts and the corrected 

partial cross section as before. 

C. Corrections to the Proton Data 

The proton data were taken at the 3.5' cart position for 
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p 1.55 GeV/c and the 6' cart position for p = 2.89 GeV/c. 

In these geometries the magnetic analysis system subtends such a 

small solid angle that only a small part of the angular distribution 

could be corrected. Consequently ~e abandoned the correction 

scheme in this case and relied on the traditional extrapolation 

techniques. 
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V. Data Analysis 

This section elaborates the method used to extract the total 

nuclear cross section from the corrected partial cross-sections. 

Traditionally this is done by correcting the partial cross-sections 

for coulomb and possibly other effects and fitting these corrected 

cross sections to a simple analytic expression which involve~ the 

total cross section. This approach assumes that we can isolate t~o 

components of the observed angular distribution, the straight-throughs 

and the elastic scatters. When <t>MCS « <t>:-.mc this is a good ap

proximation; then we can correct for the ~ultiple coulomb scattering 

of the straight-throughs and the single coulomb scattering and the 

coulomb-nuclear interference of the eiasiic scatters. But when 

<t>MCS ~ <t>NUC' as it does for several of the reactions we have 

studied because the elastic scattering is so fon·ard peaked, the 

approximation fails. It fails because the coulomb scattering, unlike 

its nuclear counterpart, can't be divided into straight-throughs and 

elastic scatters. Every particle coulomb scatters. This fact means 

that coulomb corrections in the so-called plural scattering region 

can't be lumped into the straight-through or elastic scattering 

categories without over or under counting. There is a second preble~ 

we must also face. The corrections for multiple scattering and 

coulomb-nuclear interference depend on the parameters describing 

the elastic scattering and the total cross-section. Since these are 

as yet unmeasured, the corrections are model dependent. 
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~e manage the coulomb corrections by extending a suggestion due 

to Goldhaber(Zl) that allows multiple coulomb scattering effects to 

be included exactly. We avoid dependence on models by fitting the 

observed angular distributions to obtain parameters that describe the 

elastic scattering. Not only does this allow us to make the correc-

tions more accurately, it yields extra information from the measure-

ments. Our approach, which we detail belo~, goes roughly as follows. 

We assume aT and the elastic scattering parameters and, using the 

known target length} beam divergence, and geometry, calculate the 

angular distribution seen by the disk counters. Integrating this 

distribution over the angles subtended by the disks for both target 

full and target empty conditions gives the ratios R., from \,·hich \ve 
1 

can comput~ the partial cross sections. These we compare to the data, 

and with standard fitting procedures vary the input parameters until 

we have good agreement. 

To understand how multiple coulomb scattering effects can be 

correctly included, we need to distinguish between ~ differential 

scattering law, dcr/dt, and the angular distribution f(e,~) that 

results when particles scatter according to that law through a 

target of thickness ~. In general, distributions may differ from 

their associated differential la~s because not all the beam inter-

acts (so there are straight-throughs) or there are multiple interactions 

(and the shape of the distribution changes). For example, the Moliere 

distribution, fN(e,!) ~ e_ez;e~(t), results frOm Rutherford scattering 

according to the law da/dt ~ l/t 2 . We ~ill denote the conne~tion 

between a ~cattering law and its resultant distribution with an arro~: 
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do/dt-+ f(e,£). We normalize f(S,t) such that 

eo 
N(e 0) = f

0 
af(e,i)de 

l 
where N(e 0) = the fraction of incident particles scattered by angles 

less than or equal to eo. We prove in Appendix I the following 

important theorem; If do/dt = (do/dt)
1 

+ (d:r/dt)
2 

and (do/dt)i-+ 

f. (e) for i = 1,2, then do/dt -+ f(6) \\here 
1 

1 f(e) = 2TI 
2W ~ , 
f d~'fe'de'f (e')f ce·•) 
0 0 1 2 

The integral is just a two-dimen~ional fold of the distributions 

f 1 and f 2 . This result is exact in the limit that the scattering 

is forward (a very good approximation in all the reactions \\e've 

measured). To use the theorem we write 

do _ do do 

dt = dtPOINT COULm!B + dtRHl:\I\DER 

Here do/dt is the elastic differential cross section for a nucleus-

nucleus interaction and includes all nuclear and coulomb effects. 

Moliere has done the hard part oftthe proble;n by finding the multiple 

coulomb scattering distribution: 

dcr 
-d -+ f_ •.•. ,cs,n. 

tPOINT COULO~!B 

Let us define the "remainder distribution fR(8,£) as 

do f (. . ) dt -+ R :- ':..._ . 
R 

Thus we can determine the actual scattering Jistribution f(S,£) by 



first determining the remainder distribution fR(B,i) and then 

folding!t with !he Moliere distribution, fM(9,1). 

The Moliere distribution can be given in terms of a series 

expansion in a parameter s-1 (8 ~ 10 for our ~onditions),c 22 ) 

,,where 
' c 

v = e/e. s112 
c 

and B is given by 

B - ln B = 2 ln(e ;a ) - 0.154 c a 

e = .496 cz cz +1)/A )1/Zz 1 1/2;s 
c T T T P P 
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ZT, .~, and Zp are the target nucleus charge, mas::; number and the 

projectile charge. P is the projectile momentum U·leV/c), 1 the target 

thickness (gm/cm2), B the projectile velocity. Bethe(
23

) has 

tabulated the functions 61 and S2 .. \\'e note <9>!·ICS = 9 cB 1 12 • In 

practice, we compute the distribution by evaluating ea and ac, finding 

B iteratively, and approximating f~l(6,1) l\i th its first three term::: 

out to an angle e = 10<6\lCS, at \\'hich point it is truncated to zero. 

Since the functions 6
1 

(v) and 62(v) are gi\·en onl~· for discrete values 

of v, we tabulate f~!(e) only for the corresponding Ldues. For 

intermediate values we use a Gaussian interpolation. 
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Once we kno~ dcr/dt, we can compute d~/dtR and then approximate 

the remainder distribution, fR(8,1). ~e parameterize the nuclear 

scatterirtg with a1 ,6 = th~ ratio of the real to imaginary part of 

the nuclear amplitude, and b = nuclear slope parameter. Bt Let e and 

Ct e be the electromagnetic for:n factors for the projectile and target 

nuclei. Putting • = -ln(l.7S Dt) where D = (b/2+B+C), we can write 

the elastic scattering as the sum of nuclear, coulomb, and coulo~b-

nuclear interference terms according to approximations derived by 

Bethe ( 24 ) 

do 
dt = 

then 

2 bt 4r.n2 2(B+C)t 
a e +--e 

T t2 

.do 
dtR 

= 
do 
dt -

In writing· this we have made several assumptions·. First, ''e have 

assumed that elastic scattering dominates the distributions \\'e have 

measured and that the nucleus-~ucleus elastic differential ~ross-

section can be adequately para~eterized ~ith a simple cxpon~ntial. 

lve assume further that ao/at = 0. Note that \\'e have used the optical 

theorem to express the magnitude of the elastic scattering in terms 

of a
1 

and o. All these assu:..?tions are justified by the facts 

that the 'above parameterizatio:i can represent the data very accuratel~· 

and that the.values of oE and b derived from the fits :tgree ~ith 

previous ~easu~ements of those quantities, where tltose measurements 
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exist (e.g. Cp reactions). Franco( 2S)has shown that the approxi-

mation Bethe used in deriving dcr/dt become less accurate as the 

charges of the target and projectile increase. However, he finds 

that the corrections to dcr/dt are at most of order 10% even in our 

most severe case (C-C scattering with -t ~ .010); such corrections 

\'iOUld modify crT by <1% and SO will be ignored. \\'e have in some cases 

chosen a slightly different paraQeterization; we add crE as an input 

parameter and no longer impose the optical theorem. Then 

dcr (l+o 2 ) 2 bt 4~n 2 2(B+C)t = ge +--e 
dt 16~ t2 

¥£ e(b/Z+B+C)t (o cos n~ + sin n<t>) 

where 

The optical theorem makes b very sensitive to small changes in crE 

and o in those reactions (initiated by deuterons and alphas) 

whose forward diffraction peaks do not wholly lie within the range 

of the disk counters. Thus small errors in crE(~lO%, say) and our 

uncertainty in o can lead to 100% errors in b. This situation is 

corrected if we use this alternate parameterization: the \"alues we de-

derive for crT, crE' and b are consistent with the optical theorem. 

We treat ·aT, crE, and b as variables in the expressions above, 

and o, B, and C as constants. Of course Band C are measured in 

h 1 
. . ( 26) t e e ectron scattering experiments. Unfortunately we have no 

real knowledge of o and are forced to use model calculations which 

relate o(nucleus-nucleus) to a(proton-proton), which has been 
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measured by observing the coulomb-nuclear interference. Although 

coulomb-nuclear interference effects are significant in our data, 

we haven't attempted to measure o by including it as one of the 

parameters of our fit. The interference dip appears around -t -.001 

and, in this experiment, is lost in the multiple coulomb scattering; 

this leaves only the region at larger It I \\·here the interference 

effects are subtle and hard to untangle unar.Jbiguously. Ne have 

chosen to use formulas given by Fishbane and Trefil( 7) to evaluate c. 

They derive a simple expression for the elastic scattering amplitude 

in the "optical limit" of Glauber theory in terms of the nucleon-

nucleon parameters and the radii of the colliding nuclei. Table 7 

summarizes the values of B,C, and o used in evaluating dcr/dt. 

Fig. 16 shows model calculations of the elastic scattering 

for the reactions pp ,pC, and CC; note hO\·: the coulomb scattering 

becomes a more and more significant feature as the target and 

projectile charges increase. Fig. 17a shO\-'S schematically the 

behavior of (dcr/dt)R. Since the interference term may be negative 

near tCN and it dominates (dcr/dt)R as t _. 0, (dcr/dt)R goes negative 

for -.0003 > t > -.001 for some reactions (CC, say). This 

rapidly oscillating behavior poses computational problems when we 

fold fR(S) with fM(S). To circumvent this pathological behavior, 

we define (dcr/dt)R' to equal (dcr/dt)R ~here the latter is well 

behaved (-t ~ .001), and to be a smooth continuation of it ~here the 

problems start. In some cases, (dcr/dt)R' differs from (dcr/dt)R onl~· 

at angles well within the typical multiple scattering angle; at worst 
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Table 7 

FORI\! FACTORS A.'\D RE/ Dl RATIOS 

Particle B (Ge\./c)- 2 

p 2.74 

d 16. 

et 11. 

c ., ... 

-=>· 

Reaction 6 (.87 Ge\'/nuc) 5 (2.1 GeV/nuc) 

PP .080 -.29 

pd .075 -.27 

pet .067 -.24 

pC .061 -.22 

dd .07-l -.27 

det .06S -.24 

dC .05-:- -.20 

etet .05.3 -.19 

etC. -.14 

cc -.10 
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these angles are comparable. The question remains ho\•ever: does 

the small t behavior of (do/dt)R' matter? 

\•;e can answer the question by considering a simplified \iorld 

with no coulomb effects. The angular distribution would then appear 

as in Fig. 17b, a spike at a = 0 of straight-throughs and an 

' exponential tail of nuclear elastic scatters. Then the fraction 

of particles which scatter to angles $60 is the sum of the straight

throughs, e-noT, and the elastic scatters, which we can express as 

75 

the product of the probability for an elastic interaction (1- e-noE). 

the probability for no inelastic reaction, e-noiN, and the fraction 

of the elastic scatters which scatter to 9<9 0, f = ~O [~t)dt/aE, where 

to = -p2eo2 So 

~Ceo) = e-noT + (1 - e-noE)e-nolNf. 

1\"e now wish to show that we havt:: some freedom in what we assume for 

f, Let us write f :: oE1/oE and put oE :: oEl + oE2 . We can rewrite 

the expression as 

e-noE Expanding 

e-noE[1 _::ln. 

(noE)2 
= 1- ncrE + 2 + ... ,we find 

~ote that as long as noE << 1 and noEl << noE 2 the expression is 

approximately independent of oEl. Hence ~(90 ) depends essentially 

on a 1 ~ and oEZ' but is not much changed if we vary the behavior of 
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the cross section for 8 < e0 . Fhysically, \..-e can understand this 

result by noting that an increase in oEl increases aT and so reduces 

the number of straight-throughs. At the same time, h01·:ever, increasing 

aEl increases the number of elastic scatters. To first order, the 

effects just balance out. Con~lusion: the small t behavior of 

(da/dt)R matters, but only a little. So we approximate (da/dt)R with 

(~a/dt)R'. 

We can now derive fR(8,l) from (do/dt)R'· Just as in the above, 

we can divide the scattering into t~o pieces, the straight-throughs 

the "remainder" scatters, i.e. the scatters described by (da/dt)R'· 

a -= tfmax [da] ' dt; then ~R is the parallel of aE in the discus-
R O dt R 

and 

Let 

sion above. Thus the probability that a particle doesn't interact 

. -n(o1,t + oR) 1s e -~ ; similarly, :he probability that a particle 

interacts according to the scattering la~ (dcr/dt)~ and doesn't 

interact inelastically is (1 - e- 10R) e-naiN. The only remaining 

issue is the angular distribution. Obviously the straight-throughs 

have f(8) ~ o(S). The remainder scattering can be thought of as a 

sum of .single, double, triple, and so on scattering terms. The single 

scattering term has the same a~gular dependence as the differential 

cross section, the double is si3ply the fold of two single scattering 

distributions, and so on. Sin::e the probability for an interaction 

is roughly noR' and it is typi::ally <<1, ~e expect rather small 

multiple terms. Let us call t~e ~eight for then-scattering term a 
n 

and denote by f (8) the distri~ution of the n-fold scattering, normal
n 

ized to unity. Then tve can g~·:2 the ref:laindcr distribution as 
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Here, as we've said, 

£1 (e) "' (da/dt)R' (e) 

1 2 00 

= ·f dcp'fde'e'f (e')f (e") 
h 0 . 0 1 1 

and so on. 

\~e show in Appendix II that the weights are given by 

n 
(ncrR) 1 a = n n! (encrR 1) -

In practice we can truncate the series for fairly small values of 

n (usually 2 or 3), taking care to normalize the sum of the weights 

to 1. We choose this value by demanding that the scattering into 

the ring at largest angles be due predominantly to scatters with 
nmax 

n ~ n Also, let us call fRT(6) = 2 a f (6). 
max n=l n n 

The folds are all done numerically in a computer program 

called TAILR according to the prescription given above. Basically, 

we choose a small set of <P' values (about 20) concentrated where the 

integrand is largest; for each cp• value we choose a set of e• values 

(again about 20) to map out the integrand as a~curately as possible. 

The 6' integration is performed for each ¢' val~e using an integration 

routine which fits the region around eac!1 function value to a 

parabbla which it integrates analytically. The process is rep0atcd 

for the cp' 'integration. The functions to be folded are normal i :ed 

to unity before the convolution and the nori:1JliZ<1tion is '-'hccked 
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aften·ards. (It is 1 ± , 002 for folds of sr.ooth functions like 

the Moliere distribution and 1! .05 for the f (B).) 
n 

is renormalized at the end of the process. 

1\'e use TAILR to compute f(6) for both target full and target 

empty conditions. Given the angles subtended by the various disk 

counters 6 .. we compute 
1. 

ei 
R. = f f(6)6d6. 

1. 0 

We assume that the target-empty scattering~ ~.-hich is actually 
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predominantly from carbon and air, is fro~ the target-full material. 

We choose nE to approximate the ~bserved attenuation (this choice 

and the target empty composition choice are not critical); nF is 

obtained from n0 by putting nF = n0 + nE. To compute the multiple 

coulomb scattering we need to know the length of the targets for bo:h 

the empty and full conditions. !E and tF. Ke choose !E by fitting 

the observed ~MPC angular distributions obtained in the target empty 

running. Then we put !F = t 0 + tE 1.;here ~O = the thickness in gms .:m2 

of the target material itself. Finally ~e include the angular dist~i-

bution of the beam, f 8 (B), which'is also derived from the W~PC data 

as further input. Given the parameters needed to describe the 

mulLiple coulomb scattering, TAILR first cor.~mtes the t-loliere 

distribution and folds it 1vith f
8

(B), gi\'ing fr-
1
• (B). The result is 

renormali:ed and saved. From the parameters describing the nuclear 

scattering, (do/dt)R is computed ~here it is well-hchaved and 

smoothly extrapblated to small angles 
\\'e have 



varied these extrapolations to study the dependence of our results 

on the small angle behavior we assume and find that (except for 

scale changes on the order of 1%) they are inconsequential. Next 

we find the various terms f (6), determine the weights, and combine 
n 

the distributions to give fRT(e). Finally we compute 

f(e) 

1 2 0> 

+ (1- e-ncrR)e-n°E- J d¢'fd6'9'f '(6')f (6") 
2n O · O M RT . 

Obviously, the normalization of the final fold is crucial. We have 

checked that the answer is stable (to ~1% in crT) when the step size 

in the final integral is varied. Given f(e) for both target full 

and :arget empty conditions, we compute R.e and R.f and then can 
1 1 

e f find cr. = 1/n !n (R. /R. ). 1 1 1 

Two approaches were follO\,·ed in doing the actual fits to the 

partial cross-section data. For the carbon-initiated reactions, we 
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simply varied the input parameters crT and cr 1\ until TAILR fit the data. 

For the other reactions, we found that we could save time by using 

TAILR to generate a set of connections, ~a .. 
1 

t:.a. = 
1 

NUC 
(J. 

1 

TAILR ~UC bt· 
ai • cri a 1 ~ + crEe 1 

These were defined as 

is just the partial 

cross section in the absence of coulomb effects and multiple elasti~ 

TAILR scatters; cr. is the partial cross section TAILR computes using 
1 

the same input parameters criN' ~E' and h includes all these effects. 

Ke guessed the input parameters by doing rough, by-eye fits to 

the uncorrected data. After correct in~ the data \\i th the ~a., \ve L: 
~ 1 

h h f I I 't d . 1 1 ) 1 1 t em to t e orm a IN + aE c to er1 ve o I\ . oE , anl J • 
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use these parameters in TAILR and check to see if the TAILR predictio:~s 

fit the data and the new correction factors, 6a. ',are about the same 
1 

as the old ones. In principle this is an iterative procedure, but in 

practice we found it was not nece~sary to repeat it. The values ai~·· 

aE', and h' in TAILR fit the data nicely. The fits were done 1\ith 

the program MINUIT, which also computed their errors. 

Since the proton data had not been corrected for inelastic effects, 

we did not require that TAILR fit it. We generated the set of correc-

tions ha. just as above, using the parameters shown in Table 8. For 
1 

the pp reactions we calculated the corrections by hand according to 

the prescription given by Giacomelli(ll) to avoid the l/2~ normali:ation 

uncertainties inherent in TAILR. In this case, multiple coulomb and 
1 • 

multiple nuclear scattering corrections are negligible, so the 

calculation is very straightforward. We fit all the corrected 

partial cross sections to the form a
1 

+ a
2
ebt but note that, since the 

proton data had not been corrected for inelastic effects, the separate 

terms have lost physicial significance. Hm-:ever aT= a
1

+ a
2

, and the 

form accurately parameterized the data. 

In most of the MINUIT fits we used all the disks lying beyond the 

forward multiple coulomb scattering peak ( l t. I ~ 21 t I ~tc<:) and l\·i thin 
l l -

the first diffraction peak dtii ~ 8/b). he did so to minimize the 

multiple coulomb scattering corrections and exclude as much inelastic 

scattering as possible. In the carbon-carbon reactions, ~e were 

forced to include the partial cross sections at smaller !t. I to 
1 . 

sample enough of the forward scattering. 



REACTION 

pp 

pd 

pa 

pC 

pp 

pd 

pa 

pC 

Table 8 

aT, aiN' fu~D b VALUES USED TO CORRECT pA DATA 

KE (GeV) aT (mb) a IN (mb) 

.87 47.0 23.0 

.87 82.0 70.0 

.87 144.0 100.0 

.87 366.0 266.0 

2. 1 45.0 26.0 

2.1 84.0 72.0 

2.1 153.0 115.0 

2.1 390.0 270.0 
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b (GeV/c)- 2 

6.5 

35.0 

38.0 

70.0 

6.5 

35.0 

38.0 

67.0 

~ I 
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VI. Results 

The total cross sections 1.;e have measu,:red are shown in Table 9 

with their statistical errors. 
.-

these tables; since these measurements are obtained ~ith different 

targets, counter geometries, and correction techniques, their compar-

ison gives a good indication of our probable systematic errors.· , In 

general the agreement is excellent and certainly within the errors we 

consider below. Tables 10 and 11 give oi\ and b, the elastic scat

tering slope parameter. The errors sh01m for oiN are statistical; 

those for A include only our uncertainty in the fits. These results 

include the first measurements of cT' oi\' and b for nucleus-nucleus 

interactions for nuclei heavier :han deuterons in the 1 GeV/nucleon 

energy range. 

Our results compare favorably to earlier measurements where 

such a comparison is possible. Besides extensive data on pp and pd 

reactions, there are measurements on pHe, pC and dd reported in the 

literature. oT(pp) and oT(pd) agree ~ith the values from Bugg(l 3) 

to within +1.4% and .7% respecti~ely. In both cases, 0 T(2.1 GeV/nuc) 

- oT(.87 GeV/nuc) agrees with Bugg to the order of .H .. 0T(pC) also 

agrees ~ith existing data(Z?) wi:hin statistics. Our values of 

oT(pHe) are a little lower than :ha: from a pre\'ious measurement(2?) 

made at a slightly different ene1·g>·· but the results are probably 

consistent h'ithin errors. ~leasure:~::>nts of JT(dd) at p = 2.12 Ge\'/c 

·-:-s) 
(vs our 3.10 and 5.78 GeV/c have be~n reported.l- Since 0 T(pp) 

is varying rapidly in this ener~)· region, dire~t comparison is risky, 

but the values agree to "'15°o. O~:r :-:1easure:nents of ol\ for pd, p:lc, 
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Table 9 

TOTAL CROSS SECTIO~ RESULTS 

.,..... 
0 
1-4 

0.. 

....... 
0 
1-4 

0.. 

.87 

2.1 

GeV/n 

p 

d 

Cl 

c 

GeV/n 

p 

d 

Cl 

c 

p 

47.94 
± .1 
81.0 
±.9 
143. 
±1.6 
363. 
±2.4 

p 

45.54 
±.1 
83.5 
±.6 
151. 
±1.0 
384. 
±3. 

d 

82.59 
± .18 
151.6 
±1.1 
257.5 
±1. 8 
611.5 
±3.5 

d 

84.77 
±.19 
158.0 
±.8 
271.7 
±1.5 
644. 
±3.5 

Target 

Cl c I 
I 142.7 364.7 I ±.4 ±.8 

252. 625. ! 
±2.3 ±5. 
390. 820. 
±4.2 ±13. 
790. 1256. i 
±.7 ±31. I 

Cl c 
14 7. 9 377.5 
±.4 ±.8 
262. 617.0 
±1.8 ±3.0 
408. 835. 
±2.5 ±5. I 

826. 134 7. 
±5.9 
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Table 10 

INELASTIC CROSS SECTION RESULTS 

Target 

.87 GeV/n p d a 

p . 
d 

120. 198. 262. 
a ±1.7 ±2.3 ±13. 

c 262. 411. 516. 
±3.3 ±3.3 ±5.3 

2.1 GeV/n d 
a 

p 

p 

d 
60. 134. 200. 
±16., ±3.3 ±6.3 
Ill. 205. 276. a ±1.1 ±2.8 ±3.7 

c 269. 422. 523. 
±2.8 +? - ±4.6 ---=> 
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c 

I 542. I 
±16. I 939. 
±17. I 

c l 
I 

431. 
±3.5 
547. 
+~ _;). 

888. 
±19. 
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Table 11 

SLOPE PARA.'IETER RESULTS 

b(GeV/c}- 2 TARGET-

.87 
GeV p d Ct c -nuc 

p 

d 
PROJ 

l 67. 61. 63. 120. 
a ±22. ±14. ::10. ±13. 

I 
67. 97. 117. 254. 

c ±2.3 ±1. 0 ::3.0 ±18. 

2.1 
d c GeV p Ct 

-nuc 

p 

d 16. 61. 57 106. 
±14. ±12. ±8.5 ±4. 

31. 66. 70. 129. 
a ±1. ±5. ±4. ±4. 

c 69. 100. 117. 204. 
.1. 9 ±1. 5 ±2.4 ±11. 
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and pC reactions agree with those reported 3bovc to ~IO%. Our 

measurements of A are also consistent with values already 

reported. (29) 

Our results disagree with the predictions of factorization and 

agree quite nicely with those of Glauber theory. In Fig. 18 we 

plot oT(AA) vs A and compare our results to the factorization and 

and Glauber theory predictions. Table 12 compares our 2.1 GeV/nuc 

results with the predictions of several authors. ( 5 I Except for Tekou, ' 

these authors have used the optical limit of Glauber theory which is 

appropriate for nucleus-nucleus collisions where both nuclei have 

many nucleons. Their predictions vary because they have chosen 

slightly different parameters to describe the nuclear density. Overall, 

the agreement between the predictions and our results is quite good. 

Only oT(CC) is significantly below the Glauber theory prediction. 

As discussed in the section on errors, our insensitivity to excitation 

and target fragmentation could lead us to underestimate o1N but not 

JT. Whether this discrepancy indicates experimental error or 

a failure of the theory is an issue for future experiments and refined 

calculations. 

Although the Glauber theory accounts for the magnitude of the 

cros.s sections,. it does not predict· their detailed energy behavior. 

In Fig. 19 we have plotted the quantity [or2 • 1 (pA) - or· 87 (pA)]/or·B 7 (pA) 

6a/a vs A, that is, the difference in the pA total cross sections 

at the two energies, divided by the cross section at the lo~er energy. 

Although crT(pp) decreases in this energy range, crT(pd), oT(pa), and 

aT(pC) all increase! Since-deuterons, alphas, and carbon nuclei all 
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Table 12 

GLAUBER THEORY PREDICTIO~S 

Summary of ~1ST Predictions and Our Results 

(Use our 2.1 GeV results) 

lTekou 
2Wang 

aT(mb) 

d 

a 

c 

d 

158 
154 1 

3Fishbane and Trefil (1.05 GeV/nuc) 
4oover, Barshay, Vary 

a 1N(mb) 

d 

a 

c 

b(GE'V/c)- 2 EXP. THEORY 

aa 70 673 

ac 123 1183 

cc 204 1903 

d 

134 
1241 

a 
I 

265 ! 
258 1 

408 
4104 

4183 
3.522 

1 

a I 

202 
189 1 
276 
280 3 

c 

630 
616 1 

830 
8683 
881 4 

8902 

134 7 
14802 

1600
3

•
4

1 

c 

426 

I 4211 
535 
560 3 

888 
9503 I 

I 
+-EXP 
+-THEORY 
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have equal numbers of neutrons and protons. ~e should 1~erhaps replace 

oT(pp) Kith l/2(oT(pp) + oT(pn) ). Althoug~ t~is quantity does intrease 

between .87 and 2.1 GeV/nucleon, we riote t~at its fractional change 

is smaller than that for oT(pd) or oT(pa) or :-T(pC). The energy 

dependences of the total cross sections for t~e other proj~ctiles are 

given in Figs. 20, 21, and 22. The errors are statistical only. (Note 

that the dC and Cd results are inconsisten:.) For all the other 

projectiles, 6a/a is generally larger than ~a·a (pp; pn) and gives 

some indication of.decreasing by A = 12. 

To see how aT (ApAr) depends on the a\·erage nucleon-nucleon cross 

section, we used the simple expressions of Fishbane and Trefil to 

Basically, \"e found that 6a/a d.:-.:reases as (:\ 113 
+ A_1 13

) 
p T 

increases. A 10% change in oT(X~) resulte~ i~ a 4.5~ change in oT(pa}, 

a 4% change in oT(pC) and a 2% change in c~(C~). In the context of 

the theory, this result is physically reasona~le. Essentially the 

theory describes the elastic scattering of t\,-;) nuclei as the diffrac-

tion of a plane wave by a disk of varying 0ptical density. This 

density is gh·en by the fold of the matter distributions of the t\o;o 

nuclei; at Small radii, the disk is essentially black, but it becomes 

gray at its periphery. Changing crT(N~) in 

opacity in the peripheral region. 

theory just changes the 

A 113
) increases we 

p 

expect the area of the periphery to become a smaller and smaller 

fraction of the ~otal area, and hence we expe~t any change in opacity 

there to become less and less significant in Jetcrminir1g ~hangcs in 
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oT(Ap.~). Since our results contradict these expectatjons, some 

modification of the theory is called for. 

We might account for our results by considering the effects of 

Fermi momentum. Since the .nucleons in both the projectile and 

target are moving, the energy of any individual nucleon-nucleon 

collision can vary from the average energy/nucleon of the whole 

nucleus. From Fig.23, which sho~s the energy dependence of oT(NN), 

we see that changes in the energy of a collision by a typical Fermi 

energy at 2.1 GeV/nucleon won't change the cross section very.much, 

i.e. oT2.l(NN) :::: oT2 ·l(NN) .. At .87 GeV/nucleon, however, the cross 

s~ction on the low energy side changes more than it does on the 

high energy side; so oT·8 7 (N~) < a1 ·8 7 (~\). ~e have not calculated 

whether this change in oT(NN) is sufficient to account for our 

results, but we note some qualitative success for this picture. 

Cdnsider t:,.cr (pA). The deuteron is \.-eakly bound and the Fermi momentum 
a 

is consequently small compared to that of alphas or carbon nuclei. 

Thus \ie expect o· 87 (pd) to be lm.-ered proportionately less than 

o· 87 (pa). To compare t:,.cr/o(pa) and lo(pC), we note that we expect 

oT(N\) to change comparably for the th·o cases since the Fermi momenta 

are comparable. We've seen that ~ha~ges in 

95 

/::,.(; 
oT(pC) almost equally, so \\'e expect --::-(pet) 

;T(\\) affect oT(pa) and 

!:.::(c) s· ·1 "' --::- p . 1nn ar arguments 

apply to the other reactions. \-.~,en both colliding nuclcons have Fermi 

momentum, we expect oT{NN) to change e~en more. Howcverj as the ·nuclei 

become lar~ei, we expect changes in ;
1
(\\) to ~~come less and less 

important. Thus, eventually, we ex~ect the effect to diminish as 

(A113 
+ A/ 13

) increases. 
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Several regul~rities appear in our results which we can under-

stand in simple geometrical terms. Figs. 24 and 25 shm~ the depen-

dence of the total and inelastic cross sections on the atomic numbers 

of the projectile and target fot .87 and 2.1 GeV/nucleon projectiles. We 

find oT = 144(Ar
113

+Ap
113

-1.48)
2 

and o1N = 78(AT
113

+Ap
113

-l.25)
2 

represent the data (excluding the reactions involving protons) rea-

sonably \Yell. The cross sections are given in mb. The obvious 

picture of two nuclei interacting whenever their radii overlap a 

certain amount applies . 

. 54 :::: .50, the limit for black disk scattering. In Fig. 26 we have 

plotted o1N/oT for the 2.1 GeV/nucleon data. Int~restingly, this 

ratio seems to depend only on the overall size of the interaction 

. 1/3 l/3 
reg1on, CAr +Ap ). 

1/3 1/3 We note o 1 ~/oT decreases as (AT +Ap ) 

increases. Although CC scattering is far from being "black'!, \-Je 

note that the oiN/oT =< .5 limit is approached in proton collisions 

. 1/3 1/3 with large nuclei. F1g. 27 sho1,·s (aT/b) vs. (.~ +Ap ) . A black 

disk has oT/b = 9.8 mb GeV2. Again the ratio seems to depend only 

on the size of the interaction region. 
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VI I. Errors 

The error in our measurement of .total cross sections has several 

sources. Although the statistical accuracy of the raw partial cross 

section data was typically ±.3%, statistical uncertainties in the 

various correction factors result in an overall uncertainty of ±1% 

for most of the cross sections and ±3% for aT(CC). 1\-lany potential 

sources of experimental error \\ere considered, among them uncertainties 

in target length, density, position, and composition; beam contami

nation; and rate effects. All of these effects are small (~ypically 

Sl/4%) except for our uncertainty in the H2 target density of 

+1. 0%-. 29.;). We estimate our combined experimental uncertainties to 

be ±1/2%. As we've discussed under Data Corrections, we expect errors 

of order ±1% to result from our uncertainties in making background 

subtractions and in esti~ating the correction factors. TAILR, the 

program used to fit the corrected partial cross sections, is only · 

accurate to ±1/2% (±1% for CC reactions). Finally, our choices of 

the ratio of the real to imaginary parts of the nuclear amplitude, 6, 

and the target empty length, 1E are some~hat uncertain. We can't 

really estimate our uncertainty in 6, but ~e do note that changing 

6 appreciably can change aT in the percent range. Table 13 illus

trates this fact. Our results depend on the particular values of 

6 chosen and will be inaccurate if these \·alues arc in error. ~lultiplc 

·coulomb scattering corrections are crucial only in carbon-initiated 

reactions. There our uncertainty in £E (Kllich determines the target 

empty coulomb scattering) leads to variation~ of ±3"& in oT(CC) and ::1'~. 
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errors in the other carbon cross sections. Table 14 summarizes our 

estimate of the overall errors in aT. We exclude the statistical 

errors and errors due to wrong choice of 8. 

Table 13 

EN/NUC REACTION aT(mb) 

.87 pC .061 359.2 

.87 pC -.1 354.7 

.87 cc .03 1.287 

.87 cc -. 1 1.237 

Table 14 

ESTIMATED SYSTEMATIC ERRORS I:\ aT 

TARGET 

ERROR I~ 
0. p '0 d I a c 

p ±.5 ±.8 ±.8 ±.8 

d ±1. 2 =l.~ ±1. 2 ±1. 2 

a ±1.2 ±1. 2 ±1.2 ::1.2 

c ±l. 6 ::1.6 ±1.6 ::3.5 

\ 

- ------
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The statistical uncertainties in 61N and ~ are greater than those 

in aT and in some cases dominate the errors in these quanti ties. T\W 

other factors must also be considered. First,· uncertainties in the 

data corrections result in uncertainties in o1N and b of ±5%. Second, 

since we lump some inelastic reactions (excitations and target frag-

mentations which leave the beam intact) with the elastics, we tend 

to underestimate o1N. 

~uclear excitations and target fragmentations can both give 

rise to right-momentum, right-isotope production and so invalidate 

our assumption that all such scattering is elastic. In practice, 

however, neither process contaminates the elastic scattering 

significantly. \Ve estimated the effect of nuclear excitation (which 

affects only reactions involving carbon) by referring to some 

existing measurements( 30) made ~ith 156 MeV protons on carbon. Fig. 28 

shows do /dt for both the excitation of a specific level (4.4 MeV) 
X 

and the excitation of all levels. The presence of such a background 
t 

causes us to overestimate oE by ~E =J max(do /dt)dt, where t = -.030. 
0 x max 

~ E/oE ranges from 5% (CC) to 10% (pC). We underestimate cr 1N 

by the same amount, and so crT is unaffected by the presence of 

excitations. 

\~e expect the errors introduced by target fragmentation to be 

similar to those just discussed. Again we mistakenly tag some inel~~-

tic events as elastic and so overestimate crE and underestimate cr 1 N~ 

leaving crT unchanged. Since we expect very little target fragmenta-

tion without beam fragmentation, and since the average momentum 

transfers in such collisions are >.2 GcV/c, we expect very little 
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cont_<~:!Tiination fo;r It!,~ .030. We expect ll.E/oE < Sga from"target' '' 

fragmentation. ;rne excellent agreement between a
1

(pC) (a rea.,..ction 

where the target can fragment) and a
1

(Cp) ·(\vhere it. can not) confirms 

our expectation that the presence of target ·fragmentation doe"sri't' 

affect our measurement of a
1

. 
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APPE:\DIX I 

Scattering Distributions and Differential 
Cross Sections--A Theorem 

Say that the differential scattering lm.,r da/dt 1 describes the 

scattering of a particle on a particular target. After the passage 

110 

of many such particles through that target (of length £),we find the 

particles to be scattered according to an angular distribution 

f 1 (e,£). We can write: da/dt 1 + f 1(e,1). What we show below is 

that if da/dt
1 

+ f 1 (e,!) and da/dt 2 + f 2(B,1), then we can easily 

predict the distribution resulting from the cross section da/dt = 

da/dt 1 + da/dt 2 , f(6,£), in terms of f 1(e,!) and f 2(e,£). 

Bet he (23 ) gives the foll01ving integral representation for f ( e,;) 

knowing a(e), the differential cross section, and~. the number of 

scattering atoms per unit volume: 
(X) (X) 

f(6,1) = fndnJ 0 (ne)exp[-N1ja(x)xdx(l - J 0 Cnx) )] 
0 0 

(l) 

Now the Hankel transform of f(e ,1), which \ve denote as f(n,!), is 

defined as 
(X) 

f(n,!) = JedeJ0(ne)f(6,2). 
0 

It is easily inverted, giving 

(X) 

f(B,2) = fndnJ 0(nB)f(n,1). 
0 

Comparing (3) and (1), we can thus identify 

f(n,!) = exp[-~tfaCxlxdx(l - J 0 Cnx) 1]. 
0 

Say that we write a a 
1 

+ a 2 . Then, 

(2) 

(3) 

} 



0 0 

f(n,£) and 

00 

f(S,£) = fndnf1 (n,£)f2 (n,£)J0 (n8) 
0 

(5) 

l\·e now transform the RHS of; (5) to express f(e, Q.) in terms of 

f 1 (e.~) and £
2

(8,2-). First, we re1o~rite (5) as folloh·s: 

00 00 

f(S,£) = bndn I1 (n)bvdvf2 (v)J0 (ve)~(n-v). 

The delta function can be represented with Bessel functions: 

"" 
je'd8'J (n8')J (ve') = .!_o(n-v). 
0 0 0 v 

Thus 
00 

Next he note 

2n oo 

because f d¢' I 
0 m=-oo 

00 00 

1 
2n oo • , 

=-- fd¢' L e1 m¢ J (v~)J (v8') 
2n m m 

0 m=- 00 

imcf>' 
e = 2no mo 

im¢ -2n 
+ L _e J 

mFO im 0 

lll 

and the second term on the right vanishes. One last trick: we write 

im"'' I e "' J (ve)J (v8') = J (v8") m m 0 
r::=-00 

where 

Collectifig things ~e find 

f(6,£) 
2n oo oo "" 

}-- fd¢'f8'de'fndnf (n)J (n~'Jf\·dvl?(v).J (vi:'"l. 
-7T 0 0 0 1 0 0 ~ 0 



Finally, ~e recognize the Hankel transforms of f 1 and f
2 

in this 

expression; this then gives us the desired relationship bet~een f 

f(6,9.) 
2n "" 

= 
1 

fd(j>'f8'd8'fl(6',t)f2(8",£) 
2TI 0 0 . 

11 ' 

I 
;. 

il • I 
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APPE~DIX II 

Probability for n-Fold ,'.;uclear Scatterings 

The probability that a particle whicl1 interacts with a cross-

section oR has n interactions in passing through a target with n 

scattering centers per unit area is given by the Poisson distribution: 

n -noR p(n) = (noR) e /n! . The chance of interacting at least once is 
00 

just p(n > 0) = r p(n) = 1 - p(O) = 1 - e-naR. Thus the fraction 
n=l 

of interactions due to n-fold scatterings, which we call the weight 

an in section V, is 

a = 
n 
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APPE\DIX III 

Statistical Errors 

The statistical error in crT is due to statistical errors in 

the partial cross sections and the uncertainty in extrapolating partial 

cross sections with finite errors to t = 0. Let Acr. be the statisti-
1 

cal error associated with cr.. Both our uncertainty in R., the norma-
l 1 

lized number of counts hitting ring i, and in the measured correction 

factors r. , the fraction of the raw events in ring i that correspond 
1 

to right-momentum, right- isotope productions, affect !:>cr.. Using 
1 

the notation of section IV, 1~e \•rite R.' = r.R. =corrected number 
• 1 1 1 

of counts in ring i, normalized by SA.'I's, and D.' = L R.'. Let the 
1 .. 1 

JSl 
variance of a. be V(cr.), and retail cr. =! ln(D. •e;o. •f). Then we 

1 1 1 n 1 1 

may write 

Also 

1 V(a.) = 
1 

+ 

where cov(A) is the covariance of A. 

V(r.R.) = r. 2V(R.) + R. 2 V(r.). 
1 1 1 1 1 1 

Since the r. and R. a~e independent, 
1 1 

It only remains to express ~(R.), ~(r.), ccu[(r.~.l (r.R.)] in terms 
1 1 1 1 ) J 

of the measured quantities. Recall that r. is ;i~cn as the product 
l 

f l . b F 1 . , l2c . o severa rat~os: r. = a .. c.. or examp e. 1n tn~ ~0rrect1ons 
1 1 1 1 

., 



......... 

(1 

0 0 2 

llS 

a. = (PH Right/PH There)., b. = (Bend Right/Bend There)., 
1 1 1 1 

c. = (S2 Right/52 There) .. Since a. is distributed binomially, 
1 1 1 . 

V(a.) = a.(l 
1 1 

a.)/(PH There) .. Similar expressions hold forb and 
l 1 

c. Then 

V(r.) = V(a.)(b.c.) 2 + V(b.)(a.c.)2 + V(c.)(a.b.) 2 . 
1 111 111 '1 11 

The variances and covariances of the R. are those of a multinomial 
1 

distribution. We have(3l) 

v ( R . ) = R . (1 - R . ) I SAM I 
1 1 1 

and 

In the course of computing the corrections ~e compute V(ri)' V(Ri). 

and cov[(rjRj)(rkRk)] using the appropriate expressions for ri 

(see section· IV for d~tails). 

lets us compute V(a.). 
1 

Use of the above expressions then 

The errors in·the corrected partial cross sections are m~ch 

larger than the errors in the raw partial cross sections because of 

statistical uncertainties in the correction factors r .. The resultin• . 1 ;::> 

statistical accuracy is ~1% for all the reactions except CC, where 

it is ~3% (compared to ~1/3% and ~1%, respectively, for the raw data). 

Besides the overall statistical uncertainty i~ aT, there is some addi

tional error that arises from the uncertainty in the extrapolation. 

The a. have small errors with respect to each other and so can be fit 
1 

with some range of parameters aT' aE' and b. These ."fit errors" are 

usually about one third the size of the statistical error in the 

partial cross sections. We add the two in quadrature to estimate 



the overall statistical error in aT and or\· 

errors associated with the fit alone. 

!16 

The errors in b arc th:: 
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.---------LEGAL NOTICE------------. 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Energy Research and Development Administration, nor any of 
their employees, nor any of their contractors, subcontractors, or 
their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes 
any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness 
or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or process 
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 
owned rights. 
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